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INTRODUCTION 

A. l?RELIMIUARY SURV'.illY 

At the beginning of the eighteenth century England 

was in an odd tangle: and confusion of:. criss-crossed lines 

of religious thought, feeling, and debate:. Puritans, 

Anglicans, Calvinists, Arminians, Platonists, Quakers, 

Mystics, aartesions, Robbists, Lockians, Deists and Roman

ists were all involved in the turmoil, and in this con

fusion the tendency to sc.e:pticism became more pronounced 

as a way of escape. The Romanists, however, were not prom

inent as a controversial force, being decidedly in the: 

minority, and lacking any great leader to champion their 

cause. It was therefore within the domain of Protestant

ism that the chief development in religious thought took 

place. Several factors contributed in a marked degree to 

this development. 

I. 

The Revolution, which had fostered a commonwealth 

based upon Presbyterian principles, had left its mark. 

The Established Church, coming once more into power, had 

endeavored to secure its position by enforcing subscription 

to its articles. Dissenters were oppressed and kept out 

of public offices. The Toleration Act, passed in 1689, 

was the first recognition in English history of the English

man•s right to worship God apart from the national establish-
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ment, and begins the fresh contest with the Established 

Church for emancipation from its proscriptions. This act 

expressly excluded from its benefits Unitarians. Roman 

Catholics and Jews, and it was some time later when these 

finally won their right to worship in accordance with their 

beliefs. The Quakers, since they were Trinitarians, were 

included in this act, but their scruples on the taking of 

oaths and the payment of tithes brought them long suffering. 

In 1736 the records show that great numbers of Quakers had 

been prosecuted in the petty courts and that in the higher 

courts not less than eleven hundred and eighty cases had 

been adjudicated. Three hundred and more had been impris

oned and some of these their prison lot had killed.l Pres

byterians, Baptists, and Independents were grudgingly 

granted this freedom. In spi~of this act, numerous laws 

provided excuse for the continued oppression of dissent. 

The struggle now became a contest for equality before the 

law, and to break down every legal disability. 

II. 

Coupled with this advance in the development of re

ligious freedom was the rising line in three fields: the 

scientific, the philosophical and the critical. These three 

combined to strengthen the rise of a rational interpretation 

• • • • • •· • • • a. • a 

1. Hulbert. The English Reformation and Euritanism. p. 330 
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of religion. and a breakdown of old tradition. 

Science was beginning to make itself felt in England. 

The Copernican view of the universe, developed by Galilee 

and Newton, enlarged the conception of the universe, and 

naturally affected religious thought. No longer was the 

old conception of the flat earth with its tent-like canopy 

above, and its planets fixed upon revolving spheres, the 

belief of the thinking class; in its stead had come the 

view of a machine~like system with its natural laws and 

fixed movements. Man began to think in materialistic terms, 

and to regard God as having withdrawn from his creation 

after its completion. Natural law was substituted for divine 

intervention. Descartes took an interest in the new con-

caption of the universe, and formulated his theory of the 

vortices, which was the first attempt to form a system of 

the universe by natural law, without the intervention of 
1 

spiritual agents. 

The progress which took place in astronomy was felt in 

every field of science. Bacon's writings exercised great 

influence in, guiding the new movement. Chemistry was dis

engaged from alchemy, and the Royal Society was founded 

in London in 1660. This development in science naturally 

had a great affect upon religious thinking. No longer were 

tragedy and hitherto unexplainable phenomena of nature 

attributed to an angry God but to natural sources. Thus 

••••••••••• 

1. Lecky. Rationalism in Europe. vol. i, p. 289 



theological systems lost much o£ their dark and gloomy 

characte.r; terror disappeared when calamity was shown to 

be the result o£ natural l~ws which existed even before the 

creation of man. 

III. 

In philosophic thought sc.holast icism had passed and 

Bacon's "Novum Organumtt written to provide a new method for 

the new science had raised questions regarding reality. 

Descartes felt that the sc.ientists were not arriving at 

ultimate truth. He, therefore, applied a method of doubt 

using it as an instrument of inquiry. His philosophic method 

is made up of three principles: doubt; the principles in-

volved in his ttcogi to ergo sumn·; and certain clear icleas, in-

eluding the clearest of all ideas, that of God. His starting 

point was the clearness of mathematical truth, and it is this 

approach which features the new philosophy. Locke followed 

with the proposition that all knowledge comes through the 

senses, and he, perhaps, exerted the greatest in£luence 

upon English thought of the following century. The thought 

of Berkeley and Hume followed in the eighteenth century on 

that of Locke. 

IV. 

The rising line in Biblical Criticism also formed another 

element in this period. As science advanced, its methods 

were applied to the study of history and to the analysis of 

the records of the past. The Bible, equally with other 

books, was subjected to critical examination. It was the 

failure on the part of thinkers to harmonize old views o£ .-

the Scriptures with the results a£ these new scientific 
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methods that led them into rationalism and scepticism. 

Both in England and in Germany a new science of historical 

criticism arose which affected vitally the traditional be

liefs of Protestants anQ Catholics alike. 

Thus, naturally with the freedom granted by the Toler

ation Act, and the impulse from the developments in science, 

philosophy, and criticism, a conflict arose. Rationalism 

came into conflict with accepted belief and order in the 

churches. The churches were compelled to face a new sit

uation. Thus in the study of this century three great lines 

of inquiry present themselves: the conflicts between the 

new and the old.; new ideas which were accepted wholly or in 

part; and new movements. 

B. PURPOSE AND JUSTIFICATION OF THESIS 

The task of this thesis is to show the effects of the 

movements in the eighteenth century upon religious thought, 

and to trace, through the various leaders, the progress o:f 

the various lines of development. This inquiry will be lim

ited to the three lines just referred to. 

The importance of this study is to be found in the fact 

that these movements affected profoundly the religious life 

and thought of the nineteenth century, nor can we understand 

the movements of our own times unless we grasp clearly the 

thought of the eighteenth century. LeslieStephen and others 

have treated this subject in a historical way, but these are 

all inadequate for a clear understanding of the theological 

development of the period. 
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C. IlETHOD OF PROCEDURE 

In the following investigation three lines of inquiry 

will be dealt with along the general lines of their historic 

development. The first chapter will deal with the radical, 

destructive movement. This did not contribute directly to 

the development of religious thought, but it led to modif

ication in creeds and the emergence of new viewpoints and 

emphases. These will form the subject of the second chapter • 

. Then these new views and emphases provoked controversies 

which in turn gave. rise to defences. These form a distinct, 

positive element in the progress of theology, which will be 

studied by a treatment of the various apologists and defenders 

who opposed the rationalistic trend. This will be the sub

ject of the third chapter. 

Side by side with this downward trend of rationalism 

and scepticism, William Law championed a mystical inter

pretation of religion. This development was of such great 

importance in vie1n of its relation to the Oxford movement 

in the nineteenth century that it will be dealt with in some 

detail in chapter four. Finally there is the Evangelical 

revival, led by Wesley and others, which affected theological 

thought through its insistence on experience, which will 

form the study in the fifth chapter. 



CRAJ:lTER I. 

SCE:ETICISM 
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CHAJ?TER I. 

SCEETICISM 

It is but natural that, in a period so fraught with 

theological inquiry and rational thinking, a movement of 

radical overthrow should arise. Such w:1s the sc.e:ptical 

movement begun in the seventeenth century with Hobbes, 

finding expression in Mandeville, and reaching its culmin

ation in David Eume, Gibbon and Eaine. Although scepticism 

has existed in all ages, yet it is of a different type which 

is found in this eighteenth century movement. 

Although rational in nature, this movement is in no 

wise to be confused with the Deistic movement, treated in 

a la.ter chapter. It has its beginning in a common root, 

and progresses on much the same lines, yet is distinct in 

that it is completely destructive and aims at a radical 

overthrow of re.ligion, while -Deism sought to interpret re

ligion with the aid of human reason. 

This movement, in order to be properly understood, must 

be studied in the writings of its five great leaders; Thomas 

Hobbes, whose work entitled ''Leviatharl' is accredited as 

the first expression of this Scepticism; Bernard de Mande

ville, whose work, nThe Fable of the Bees'", represented 

the moral principles of the movement; David Hume, the 

st:strong man of the movementtt: and Edward Gibbon and Thomas 

Paine, in whose works the movement reached its culmination. 
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A. THOMAS HOBBES 

Thomas Hobbes was bor~1 at Malmesbury on April 5, 1588. 

His father was the vicar of Charlton and Westport, and, in 

spite of his being a clergyman, had no love for learning. 

Not long after the birth of his son he struck a man and 

was forced to fly for it. Then the family were taken by 

an uncle, .Francis Hobbes, a glover of I\fulmesbury. Thomas 

was sent to school at Westport Church and from there to 

Magdalen Hall at Oxford in 1603. After taking his B.A. 

degree he was recommended by the principal of Magdalen Hall 

to the Cavendish family, who were seeking a tutor for Will

iam Cavendish, afterwards second Earl of Devonshire. He 

stayed with him until 1628 when his employer died and he 

was throm1 out of employment. 

He then became the travelling tutor to the son of Sir 

Gervase Clinton for eighteen months. It was at this time 

that the first incident occurred which took him from his 

classics to science and philosophy. While in a gentleman's 

library he accidentally saw his first problem in geometry, 

and became greatly impressed with its solution. About the 

•same time he was in a group of learned men when the question 

was asked, nwhat is sensation?'t• Hobbes, thinking over 

the problem, came to the conclusion that the only differ

ences in things could be differences in their motions, and 

that therefore sensation must be a kind of a movement. 

This threw him baclc on geometry. 

In 1631 he was made tutor of the third Earl of Devon

shire, again making a tour of the continent, where he met 
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many of the leading scientists of the day, including Galileo 

and Mersennes, a friend of Descartes. He returned to Eng-

land in 1637. In 1640, due to the troubles which led to the 

summoning of the Short :Parliament, he turned hi·s attention 

from mathematics to politics. He was the author of a short 

treatise, which, though not published, was in the hands of 

quite a few, and, bad not the king dissolved parliament, 
~ 

would have put his life in danger. He then went to :Paris, 

where he engaged in a fruitless controversy with Descartes 

and composed his books, "De Cive" and "'Leviathantt. 

While in :Paris Hobbes was made mathematical tutor to 

the J?rince of Wales, who wa::. a re:,t'uge·e, in l!,rance. Upon 

Charles' return from Worcester, Hobbes presented him with 

a copy of the "Leviathan'", but since the treatise was in 

favor of the ruling power, and the Royalists had been de

feated, it was not very well received. He was at last ban-

ished from the court, and fled to England, where he made his 

submission to the CoUllCil of State. He lived quietly in 

England for the rest of his life, making his peace with the 

king after the Restoration. In 1666 murmurings arose con

cexning his atheism, and in 1675 he left London for good, 

spending the next four years ru1til his death in Chatsworth 

and Hardwick. 1 

Hobbes is sometimes reckoned among the Deists. :Pro

fessor Fisher in his ""History of Christian Doctrinen says 

•••••••••••••••••• 

1. For Life of Hobbes see Hobbes 1 Leviathan, Intro. pp.vii-x 
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that "'the writer on the Deistic side who more than any other 
,, 

provoked controversy ru1d occasional numerous writings in 

def~nce of Christianity was Thomas Hobbes.'"l But as we 

. study L.eviathan we see a radical departure from the Deistic 

principles. As Hagenback says of him, ,,.though reckoned among 

the Deists, his principles subverted the basis of marali ty 

as well as religion, substituting external authority for 

moral obliga tion. 1
,.
2 Hobbes was more the materialist than 

the Deist. He inaugurates a system that is sceptical in 

nature and which is built around a purely materialistic 

universe. Dorner says that ttit was with Hobbes that an an

:tagonistic, a purely empiric, nay, a rna teris,listi c system 

which was to have a far more destructive effect o.n Christ

irmity appeared in all its harshness."'3 He insisted on 

keeping the provinces of philosophy and religion apart, but 

the mathematical system which Cartesius required was formed 

in his hands into an entirely mechanistic and materialistic 

view of the universe. 

Hobbes, holding conservative principles and a lively 

interest in the good of the commm1ity, was so disgusted at 

the perplexity and misery caused by religious contentions 

that he did not hesitate to adopt even the most radical 

means which he thought alone promised a remedy. The govern

ment, or monarch, becomes the general will, the soul of the 

............... 
1. Fisher. History of Christian Doctrine. p. 372 
2. Hagenback. History of Christian Doctrines. vol. iii, p.34 
3. Dorner. History of Freedom of Thought. p. 130 
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Leviathan, whose members are all without a vrlll of their 

own. This monstrous being is the mortal god upon earth. 

This alone, and not the church, has power on earth. Thus 

the sovereign has autocratic power in the domain of doctrine, 

as in everything else, and it is the duty of the subjects 

to conform to the religion which the sovereign imposes.l 

This is clearly shown in Hobbes' definition of the Common

wealth which is "'One person of whose acts a great multitude, 

by mutual covenants one with another, have made themselves 

every one the author, to the end that he may use the strength 

and means of them all as he shall think expedient for their 

peace and common defence. This is 'Leviathan', or rather, 

to speak more reverently, that mortal god to whom we owe, 

under the immortal God, our peace and defencen.2 

He declared that four things are the natural seeds of 

religion, viz.~ ttopinions of ghosts, ignorance of second 

causes, devotion toward what men fear, and taking of things 

causal for prognostiques."3 All obligation to God arises 

'"merely from His irresistible power;. and all duty to men 

merely from positive compact'1 .4 Thus did he attempt to sub

vert the supernatural to the natural, and make all morality 

depend merely upon human agreement. 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

"'Leviathan"' was published in 1651.. It consists of Jour 

•••••••••••••• 

Bury. History of Freedom of Thought. p. 130 
Hobbes. Leviathan. val. i, p. 60 
Ibid. ch. 12, P• 56. 
Reed. Beginnings of Rational Christianity in England. 
P• 7 
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parts: of man, of commonwealth, of a Christian commonwealth, 

of the kingdome of da~kness. In this. treatment Hobbes saw 

man as children of wrath, hateful and hating each other. 

There was wanted some power to hinder them from injuring 

each other; a power both to teach what is right, and to 

compel the performance of it. This power he declared to 

be the commonwealth,. represented by the '~eviathan~, to 

which no power on earth can be compared. It restrains the 

l1$tural passions of men, and of warlike savages it makes 

peaceable and benevolent citizens. It is the mortal god 

to whom, under the immortal God we owe our protection and 

safety.1 His distinction between the church and the 

commonwealth is to be found in his teaching that the king 

is king by the grace of God, but the bishop is bishop only 

by the grace of the king. 2 

One chapter of ~Leviathan"· is devoted go the Holy 

Scriptures. This is interesting as one of the earliest 

English essays on Biblical Criticism. He made their canon

icity depend upon the sovereign's declaring them to be so. 

He said, rtThose books only are canonical, that is, law,. in 

every nation which.a.re established for such by the sovereign 

~;:~.uthori ty. tt
3 

He entered into a discussion of the author

ship of the various books, and argued that the J?entateuch 

••••••••••••••• 

1. Runt. Religious Thought in England. vol. i, p. 385 
2:. Hobbes. Leviathan, III ch. 42 
3. Ibid. Oh. 33, p. 203 
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was written long after the time of Moses, and that Joshua 

and the two books of Samuel were written after the time of 

those for whom the books were named. As to the authority 

of the Scriptures, he maintained that ~as f~r as they differ 

not from the laws of nature there is no doubt but they are 

the law of God, and carry their authority with them, leg-
1 ible to all men that have the use of natural reason.'• 

Salvation is dependent upon two things; faith in Christ 
2 

and obedience to lavvs. This salvation is deliverance from 

sin, which is all one with deliverance from misery. wTo be 

saved,"' he wrote, "is to be secured either respectively 

a.gains t special evils, or absolutely against all evil, com

prehending want, sickness, and death itself.'t
3 

There is to 

be no everlasting torment, there is only to be a second 
4 

death, after which the sinner can die no more. 

Hobbes 1 doctrine of the Trinity is perhaps his most 

startling teaching" Person, he explained by its original 

meaning, as one who ~cts a part. God is always one and the 

same. He was first represented by Moses and then by His 

Incarnate Son. rtour Saviour therefore, both in teaching 

and in reigning represented (as Moses did) the Person of 

God; which God from that time forward, but not before, is 

called the Father; and being one and the same substance, is 

••••••••••••••• 

1. Hobbes. Leviathan. III. ch. 33, P• 209 
~. Ibid. ch. 43, P• 319 
3. Ibid. ch. 38, P• 247 
4. Ibid. ch. 38, P• 247 
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an~ person as represented by ~~ses, and another person as 

represented by His Son the Christ."'l Last of all He is 

represented by the Apostles, and as represented by them, the 

Holy S-pirit by which they s.polte is Gad. tt'Sa the Holy Ghost, 

that is to say, the Apostles, and their successors in the 

affic.e of preaching and teaching that had received the Holy 

Spirit have represented Him ever since."' 

In evaluating "Leviathan•~ it must be admitted that it 

is a great world of rational theo1ogy; that is, a theology 

founded upon reason. He puts the power of morality and of 

religion, however, in the sovereign as the representative 

of the commonwealth, Leviathan, which he asserted to be the 

mortal god upon earth under the immortal God. Thus his 

emphasis was upon external authority-- the authority which· 

reposes in the sovereign as God 1 s representative an earth. 

B. BERNARD DE J:JIAl'ifDEVILLE 

Bernard de Mandeville, the second great leader of 

this movement, was a native of Dort, Holland, but a resident 

of England. He was a prolific author on various subjects, 

and some of his works are notoriously indecent. The work 

b~ which he is best known in philosophy is, "'The Fable of 

the Bees'1 or '":Private Vices J?ublic Benefitstt .. 

He was born at Dordrecht where his father was a pract

icing physician. He obtained a medical degree from Leyde:p. 

in 1.691, and shortly afterward went to England. As a 

••••••••••••••••••• 

1. Hobbes. Leviathan. III. ch. 41, P• 266 
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physician he did little, living on a pension given him by 

some Dutch merchants and money from distillers which he 

earned by advocating the use of spirits. He died in 1733 

in London. 

Mandeville's famous book first appeared in 1705 under 

the name of •rThe Grumbling Hi vestt or "'Knaves Turned Honest". 

It was republished in 1714 with the title ttThe Fable of the 

Bees•t or "'Private Vices Public Benefits"'• A second edition, 

in 1723, was presented as a nuisance by the Grand Jury of 

1\llidd.lesex. A second part appeared in 1728. 

•rT.he Fable of the Beesrr consists of a doggerel poem, 

setting forth how a hive of bees were thriving and vicious, 

and how, on their sudden reformation, their prosperity de

parted with their vice.l In commenting upon this work, 

Dr. Frederick Ueberweg se;td:, lfThe ethical theory, if his 

theory ~y be called ethical, is indicated by the title of 

his notorious work: what is called a vice is in fact a pub

lic benefit. There is no distinction between the moral im-

pulse or springs of action. Each in its place is natural 

and legitimate, and the general welfare is best promoted by 

giving indulgence to all. The restraints on human desires 

and passion by the magistrate and. priest are facetious and 

unnatural. While Hobbes contended that the ce~hical dis-

tinctions which are made by the community are in a sense 

necessary to the public good, Mandeville taught that any 

••••••••••••••• 

1. Stephen. English ~bought in the Eighteenth Century. 
val. ii, p. 33 
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restraint upon private vices is simple usurpation.n1 · 

Mandeville marks a reaction against the facile optim

ism of the Deists and against the conventions associated 

with popular morality. England had just come into her 

place as a commercial nation; from her went traders and ad• 

venturers, and some of these, returning laden with. wealth. 

began to dissipate and corrupt the town to which they came. 

Mandeville, seeing this vice, and seeing the wealth they 

brought, thought that these vices were in fact public. ben

efits. As Sorley saj.d3. '"He was clever enough. to detect 

the luxury and vice that gather around the industrial 

sys tern, and perverse enough to mis.take them for its found

ation. He reverted to Hobbes' selfish theory of human 

nature, but was without Hobbes' grasp of the principle of 

order. He looked upon man as a compound of various passions, 

governed by each as it comes uppermost, and he held that 

the t'moral virtues are the political offspring which 
. 2 

flattery begot upon pride'". 

Mandeville spoke as a man of the world, regarding all 

churchmen and statesmen as fools. His view of the world 

was just the opposite from that of Shaftesbury, whom he 

severely ridiculed. nThis'hunting after this 'pulohrum et 

honestum',Shaftesbury's favorite expressiolli-- is not 

••••••••••••••• 

lUeberweg. A History of ~hilosophy. vol ~~. p~ 378. 
2. tiorley. A History of English ~hilosophy. P• 159 
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much better than a wild-g·jose chase; and if we come to 

facts, there is not a quarter of the wisdom, solid knowledge, 

or intrinsic worth in the world that men talk of and com-

:pliment one another with; and of virtue and religion there 

is not ~n hundredth part in reality of what there is in 

appearance. "l Thus Leslie Stephen quoted from the '1Fable 

of the Bees' to show Mandeville's view of the world. 

nMan't, he continued, ''is corrupt from his head to his 

foot. as theologians truly tell us; but the heaven whic'h , 

they throw in as a consolation is a delusion -- a chea,t 

invented to reconcile us to ourselves.n·2 Thus Mandeville, 

in his view of the world, went a step further than Hobbes 

in his attempt to overthrow morality. Hobbes did maintain 

morality as imposed by the so.vereign; Mandeville derided 

all attempts at moral conventions and the authority of church 

or state in this realm. 

He absolutely separated religion from trade. To 

quote again from Stephen, ''Religion -- is one thing and 

trade another. He that gives most trouble to thousands of 

his neighbors, and invents the most o:perose manufactures, 

is, right or wrong, the greatest friend to society."3 Thus 

it is that he advocated vice as a boon to trade, in fact 

makes it the very foundation and support of industry. He 

................ 
1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. vol. 

ii, P• 34 cf. lJandeville (Kaye). Fable of the Bees. vol. 
ii, :P• 331 

2. Ibid. P• 34 
3. Ibid. P. 35 
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used the statement "what we call evil in this world, moral 

as well as natural. is the grand principle that makes us 

social creatures, the solid basis, the light and support of 

all trades without exception. nl He attempted to explain 

this later by stating that "·every want was an evil; that on 

the multiplicity of those wants depended all these mutual 

services which the individual members of a society pay to 

each other; and, that conseQuently, the greater variety that 

there was of want, the greater the number of individuals 

who might find their private interest in laboring for the 

good of others; and, united together, compose one body.tt2 

Mandeville held that what we c.all virtue is but selfish 

masquerading. His theory is summed up in the assertion that 

"the moral virtues are the politic~l offspring which 

flattery begot upon pride."3 He claimed that lawgivers, 

moralists, and philosophers, in order to forward their ovm 

vile purposes, entered into conspiracy to persuade men into 

submission, and that, having examined the strength and 

frailties of our nature, discovered that flattery was the 

easiest way to move human beings. Having flattered men and 

thus insinuated their way into the hearts of men, they 

proceeded to instruct them in honor and shame.4 Thus he 

held that virtue in man is purely an extraneous thing, 

forced upon him by the leaders, who did so for their~wn 

................ 

1. Mandeville. (Kaye). Fable of the Bees. val i,. p. 369 
2. Ibid. vol. ii .. 42.0-23 
3. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 

vol. ii, p. 38 
4. I'vfandeville (Kaye). Fable of the Bees. vol. i, p. ·43 
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vile uses. This is quite in keeping with his view of natural 

man, as expressed in his preface. He said that n-r believe 

man (besides skin, flesh, bones, etc., that are obvious to 

the eye) to be a compound of the various passions, that all 

of them,_ as they are provoked and come uppermost, govern 

him by turns, whether he will or no.n-1 

Thus Mandeville took a step further than his predec-

essor, Hobbes. His treatise was directed toward industry, 

and the forwarding of it by private vices, but at the same 

time he combined much that would tend to overthrow the 

existing moral code. Religion had nothing to do with 

virtue; it was to be found only in man's n~tural selfish 

nature. The nation depended on industry; industry depended 

upon the vi~es of the natural man; therefore, private vices 

were public benefits. 

c. DAVID HUME 

Mandeville's immediate successor was David Hume, per

haps the greatest of the leaders of this movement. Hume was 

b.orn in Edinburgh on the twenty-sixth of April, 1711. His 

parents were of old Scottish stock -- the paternal line 

running back to Lord Home of Douglas, who ·went over to 

France with Douglas during the French wars of Henry fifth 

and sixth. Mrs. Hume is described ·by her son as being "a 

woman of singular merit, who, though young and handsome, 

................. 
1. Mandeville (Kaye). Fable of the Bees. vol. i, Intra., 

P• 25 

.• 
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devoted herself entirely to the rearing and education of 

her children."l Her only recorded estimate of her son was 

that "'our Davie's a fine, good natured crater, but uncommon 

wake-~inded. n2 But since she lived to see the beginning 

of her son 1 s fame and official importance, she probably 

changed her mind as to his weakness of mind. She di~d in 

1748. 

Hume seems to owe little to schools. There is evidence 

that he entered the Greek class at the University of Edin

burgh in 172.3 -.:.. at the age of twelve -- but it is not known 

how 1011g his studies continued, and he did not graduate. 

About 1728 his family tried to launch him into the profession 

of law, but he gave this up, because "the law which was the 

business I designed to follow, appeared nauseous to me, 

and I could think of no other way of pushing my fortunes in 

the world, but that of a scholar and philosopher." 3 He 

next tried co1nmeroe, but this palled, and so, in 1736 at 

the age of twenty-three, without any profession and without 

any assured means of support left England and wwt to Rheims, 

where he lived for some time, although the greater part of 

his three years stay was spent at La Fleche, in frequent 

intercourse with the Jesuits of the famous college in which 

Descartes was educated. Here he composed his first work, 

the rtTreatise of Human Naturen. This work, which now takes 

••••••••••••• 

1. Huxley. Hume. p. 2 
2. Ibid. P• 2 
3. Ibid. p. 6 
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rank as his greatest work, was a disappointment to Hume in 

its lack of sales. He received fifty pounds from the pub

lisher for the right to the first edition. not to exceed 

one thousand copies, but the work had practically no sale 

whatever. Hume says of it, "Never literary attempt was 

more unfortunate than my 'Treatise of Human Nature 1 ~. It 

fell dead born from the press; without reaching such dis

tinction as even to excite murmur among the ~ealots."1 

Shortly after this he returned to England. 

In 1741 Hume published anOllYmously at Edinburgh the 

first volume of "Essays Moral and Eoliticaln, which vvas 

followed in 1742 by a second volume. These es~ays met with 

success, all the copies being sold in London, and being 

recommended by Bishop Butler. 

In 1744 he was recommended to fill the chair of "Ethics 

and :Eneumatic Philosophy" but the town council would not 

have him. In 1746 he went with General St. Clair, who was 

leading an expedition to Oanad~, as secretary and later as 

judge advocate also. This expedition failed, however, and 

St. Ulair was recalled. In 1748 Hume w.ent as secretary to 

st. Clair on a mission to the court of Turin. He returned 

to London in 1749, and during his stay there his mother died • 

.In hifLabsence the n:Philosophic~l Essays"· or "Inquiry11 

were published, b~t were overlooked in the hubbub caused 

1. Orr. David Hume. p. 29 



by I\liddleton!s ".Free Inquiry". 

Between 1749 and 1751 Hume lived at Ninewells with his 

brother and sister, and composed .. his three most finished, 

if not his best, works, the '"Dialogues on Natural Religion", 

the ninquiry concerning the Principles of Morals and the 

"1?olitical Discourses". The 11Dialogues on Natural .iieligion" 

were touched and retouched at intervals for a quarter of a 

century and were not published until after his death, but 

the ""Inquiry Qonc erning the Principles of Morals" appeared 

in 1751 and the npoli tical Discourses't- in 1752. ~he last 

has been well said to be the "cradle of political economy: 

and much as that scienee has been investigated and expounded 

in later times, these earliest, shortes~ and simplest ~ev

elopments of its principles are still read with delight even 

by those who are masters of all the literature on this 

great subject.n1 

The ":Political 11Jssays" had a great and rapid success. 

They were translated in French in 1753 and again in 1754, 

aud conferred a European reputation upon the author. 

In 1751 he returned to Edinburgh to live, and one year 

later, in spite of great opposition, he was elected librarian 

of the Faculty of Advocates. This was important, not be-

cause of the salary, but bec(;luse it placed a large library 

at his disposal. 

The first volume of the His.tory of Great Britain, 

•••••••••••••• 
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containing the reign of James I. and Charles I. was pub

lished in 1754, and the sale at. the fi:rst was quite large. 
' .... · .. :·· 

Other volumes appeared in 1756, 1759, and then on until 

1763. One of his most remarkable works, "'The Natural His-
t . ' .. 

tory of Religion"' appeared -in 1757. In 1763 he was appointed 

to the embassy to France, with the promise of a secretary-

ship. In France he was entertained by nobles and ladies, 

as his reputation here was far higher than in Britain • . 
His duty was soon over and in 1"169 he returned to Edinburgh. 

In 1775 his health began to fail, a.nd the following year, 

feeling that his trouble was fatal, made his will and vaote 

"My Own Life"'. He died in Edinburgh August 25th, 1776, 

and his funeral a few days later was attended by a great 

concourse of people. 

In commenting upon Rume's scepticism, Paulsen says, 

"'Rume is commonly mentioned as the representative of scep

ticism. It is true, Rume juggled with the term ••••••••••• 

He simply ~intained, on the one hand, that natural the

ology with its arguments for the existence of God and the 

immortality of the soul is no science; on the other, that it 

is impossible to know facts except. by experience and hence 

that there can be no universal and necessary knowledge of 

facts-. n-1 Renee Rume attempt~d to destroy the ontological 

argument. Since belief in God is dependent upon intuition, 

this carm~t hold as tJ:1e mind can only conceive what it per-

ceives. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 

1. Paulsen. Intra:duction to .Philosophy. p. 342 
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Eume never doubted that morals, politics, and social 

life could get along without religion. In fact he taught 

that they would be better off without it. In his dialogues 

:Philo's words are taken to be his thought when he said, 

"'If the religious spirit be ever mentioned in ru1y histor

ical narration, we are sure to meet afterwards with a detail 

of the miseries which attend it • .Ancl no period of time can 

be happier or more prosperous than those in which it is 

never regarded or heard of. "'1 It is but natural that, with 

such views, Hume regarded with repugnance everything savouring 

of rtpriesthood't, and spolte of religion as '"enthusiasm" or 

'tfanaticism". This, however. applies only to the ""religion 

as it has been commonly found in the world~2, exception being 

made to the philosophical religion which resolves itself 

into the n'speculative tenet of Theism•r-. 3 

His poor conception of religion is made clear by his 

statement in the "'Essay an Immortality". He said, "But if 

any purpose of nature be clear, we may affirm that the whole 

scope and intention of man • s crea tian, sa far as we can 

judge by natural reason, is limited to the present life •••••• 

There arise, indeed, in some minds some unaccountable terrors 

with regard to futurity; but these would quickly vanish 

were they not artificaally fostered by precept and example • 

• • • • • • • ••• • • • • 

1. Rume. Works. vol. ii, p. 530 
2. Ibid. P• 534 
3. Ibid. 
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And those who foster them, what is their motiveY Only to 

gain a livelihood, and to acquire power and riches in this 

world. Their very zeal and industry, therefore, are an 

argument against them.nl 

Rume 1 s philosophy readily lent itself to scepticism. 

It tended to undermine all the foundations of certainty. 

It grounded all our knowledge on sense-experiences. Acc

ordingly inferences were valid for practical purposes within 

the circle of experience, but there was no guarantee that 

this was so beyond it. Thus all questions were at once 

ruled out which related to God, the origin of the world, 

?rovidence, destiny and the future life. Christianity 

he reduced to a system of fables believable only by those 

who were willing. to part v;i th their reason. '"Ou:r most holy 

religion, '1 he said, "'is founded on Faith, not Reason, and 

it is a sure method of exposing it to put it to such a 

trial as it is by no means fitted to bear." 2 

In the ttNatural History of Religion'" he asserted that 

the primitive religion was polytheism, which was caused by 

primitive man personifying unknown causes and attributing 

to them pQSSions and feelings of their ovm.3 These gods 

are anthropomorphic and are regarded as invisible beings 

interfering in the world's affairs. Rume vant further to 

•••••••••••••• 
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assert that Theism was due to the gradual promotion of 

some favored deity, upon whom epithets of ador~tion are 

~ccumulated by his special worshippers until infinity itself 

has been reached. 1 He further asserted in this treatise 

the divorce of religion from morality is a natural conse

quence of the desire to propitiate an i~ginary being by 

services which will appear to be more religious as they have 

less utility to ourselves or our neighbors. 2 He sought to 

find his escape in philosophy. He said, nThe whole is a 

riddle, an enigma, an inexplicable mystery. Doubt, un

certainty, suspense of judgment, appear the only result of 

our most accurate scrutiny concer.aing this subject• But 

such is the frailty of human .r.eason and such the irresist

ible contagion of opinion, that even this delil.Jerate doubt 

could scarcely be upheld., did. we not enlarge our view, and. 

opposing one species of superstition to another, set them a

quarrelling; while we ourselves, during their fury and con-

tention, happily make our escape into the calm, though 

obscure regions of philosophy.tl'3 

Thus Hume, in his philosophy, attempted to destroy 

natural belief and reason together. All knowledge must come 

from sense-experience, therefore reason itself could not 

be trusted. This philosophy wa~ instrumental in bringing 

to a close the Deistic controversy and the rational movement 

in England, insofar as they depended solely upon reason • 

••••••••••••• 
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D. GIBBON AND PAINE 

Although Hume was the "'strong man't of the radical 

movement, two other writers deserve to be mentioned because 

of their wide influence as sceptical thinkers. These are 

Edward Gibbon and Thomas Paine, both of whom followed Hume 

and went further in their attacks upon Christianity. 

Gibbon•s fame rests upon his great historical work, while 

Paine devoted his energies to essay writing, and is remem-

bered better, perhaps, by his work n-The Age of Reasonrt. 

Gibbon, for a short while, was converted to the Oath-

olic faith by Middleton and Bossuet. His faith was accepted 

solely upon the basis of the historical evidence of mir-

acles, which gradually disappeared as his knowledge grew. 

As Stephen says, 'tit was a conviction of the head, not of 

the heart; and as his knowledge widened and deaFened, it 

spontaneously disa,ppeared. He believed in Catholicism as 

he might have believed in the authenticity of a disputed 

document, and nothing but wider enquiry was needed to diss

ipate the superficial impressian.n-1 

Gibbon argued that Christitnli ty arose through five 

secondary causes which Stephen stated as follows: (1) By 

the inflexible and intolerant ~eal of the Christians, d·eriiz;ed 

from the Jews, but purified from the narrow spirit which 

had confined Judaism to a single nation; (2) by the 

•••••••••••••••• 

1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 
vol. i, p. 447 
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doctrine of a future life; (3} by the miraculous powers 

ascribed to the primitive church; {4} by the purity and 

~usterity of the Christian morals; and {5) by the organiz

~tion of the Christian republia.1 He gave no supernatural 

reasons as to the gro~th of this zeal and doctrines, but 

held that Christianity 11 sprang up like a mushroom'r. 2 

This is in accord with his naturalistic conception of 

history which he interpreted as nothing more than a sequence 

of related events. In other words, it is for him only an 

evolutionary process without spiritual originating factors. 

Thus Gibbon struck a heavy blow against Uhristianity 

by reducing it to the explicable with no effort at explaining 

itseupernatural origin. The Apologists appealed to the 

necessity of a heavenly revelation to induce the z.eal which 

the apostles had, and call upon miracles and other facts 

to prove their argument. Gibbon either denied the facts 

or coaly treated the histo.rical aspects of the case in the 

light of human nature. His answer to the Apologists is 

summed up by Stephen: "The zeal af the early Christians was 

earthly; their doctrine of future life subordinated to worldly 

purpose; their legends of miracles, so many proofs of their 

credulity; their morality imperfect and suited to popular 

prejudices; their disavowal of ambition, a mere covering 

•c.••········· 
1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 

val. i, P• 449 
2. Ibid. P• 449 
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to ambition oi a different kind; their success was sing

ularly slow and imperfect; and the sufferings whiqh they 

endured not to be compared with those which have· been ;vol

untarily encountered by other men supported by no super:

natural intervention. "l 

Very few arose to refute Gibbon. A Mr. D~vis of Ba~~

iol College tried to meet Gibbon's arguments, but his work 

was not thorough and was no match for Gibbon's superior 

powers as a writer. Richard Watson followed with a refut-

~tion, which was fairly competent, but not conclusive. He 

argued that the Christians could not have gotten their zeal 

from their enemies, the Jews, and that false miracles would 

be a discredit rather than adve.ncing a cause, and other 

arguments of like nature. He does not attempt to raise 

any serious dispute as to Gibbon's statements, however, and 

his work shows rapidity and lack of thorough study in its 

preparation. 

T.o this rationalistic conception, .Paine contributed 

nThe Age of Reason". Unlike his predecessors, .:Paine wrote 

for the masses rather than for the scholars. His book is 

entitled, "The Age of Reason; Being an Investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology'". He offered it to his ttfellow-

citizens of all nations''', and gave as his reason for writing 

that this was necessary ''lest, in the general wreck of 

••••••••••••• 
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superstition, of false systems of government, and false 

theology, we lose sight of morality, of humanity, and of 

the theology that is true. "1 · 

His own faith he embraced in two articles: rtr believe 

in one God, and no more; and I hope for h~ppiness beyond 

this life. I believe in the equality of man, and I believe 

that religious duties consist in doing justice, loving 

mercy, and endeavoring to make our fellow-citizens happy. n2 

He stated that he does not believe in the creeds of the 

church,es, but nmy own mind is my own church. n·3 Churches 

appeared to him as human inyentions set up to terrify and 

ensle.,.ve mankin!I, and monopolize power and profit.4 

He disbelieved in revelation. It is revelation only 

to the one receiving it; to the r.est it is only hearsay. 5 

The Christian Uhurch, he claimed, sprang out of the tail 

of a heathen mythology. The trinity was merely a reduction 

of the former plurality of gods to three. "The Christian 

theory is little else than·the idolatry of the ancient 

mythologists, accommodated to the purposes of power and 

revenue; and it yet remains to reason and philosophy to · 

abolish the amphibious fraud."6 Thus he tried to dispose 

of the Christian Uhurch as a system developed by human 

beings on the basis of mythology. He acaepted the historic 

.......... " ... ._ 

1. :Paine. The Age of Reason. P• 21 
2. Ibid. PP• 21-22 
3. Ibid. P• 22 
4. Ibid. P• 22 
5. Ibid. PP• 23-25 
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Jesus, and admitted His teachings on morality to be benev

olent, but he refused to accept the supernatural elements 

on the grom1ds that he, like Thomas, must have visible 

evidence. He ridiculed the Fall, and the necessity of Jesus 

coming into the world to be sacrificed "because they say 

that Eve, in her longing, had eaten an apple."1 His t~ue 

theology is based on the beauty and magniiic::e.nce~ ::of~~the 

universe. 

He next past:ed on to a study of the Old and New Test

aments. He ridiculed the whole scheme, both as to canon-

ization and revelation, ru1d stated that the Bible is filled 

with obscene stories and that it would be more consistent 

if we called it the word of a demon than the word of God. 

He said, "It is a history of wickedness that has served to 

corrupt and brutalize mankind; and, for my own part, I 

sincerely detest it, as I detest everything that is cruel.'" 2 

The rest of this first part deals with ridicule of 

· the Christian system and his doctrine that creation alone 

shows forth the power, wisdom, goodness, and beneficence 

of God, this creation being the ever existing word of God, 

and that the moral duty of man consists in imitating the 

moral goodness and beneficence of God as manifested in the 

creation toward all his creatures. All nations agree in 

on thing: belief in God. It is only in the redundancies 

am1exed to religion that they disagree. "Adam", he stated, 

••••••••••••••• 
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"'if ever there was s.uch a man, was created a Deist; but 

in the meantime let every man follow, as he has a right to 

do, the religion and worship he prefers. nl 

The second part of the book deals with a critic ism 

of the Old and New Testaments~ He attempted to show that 

the .Pentateuch is spurious and not the work of Moses; 

.Joshua is not the author of the book which bears his name; 

Judges .i:s,e; anonymous and there is no vvarrant for calling 

it the word of ~od; the rest he dealt with in like manner. 

Even Job is not a part of the·Bible. Isaiah is disordered 

and jumbled, and not even a schoolboy would be responsible 

for such a composition;. Jeremiah is not the author of the 

book of Jeremiah, and it is a medley of unconnected anec-

dotes. In concluding his treatment of the Old T.estament, he 

said, "I have now gone through the Bible as a man would go 

through a wood with an axe on his shoulder, and fell trees. 

Here they lie; and the priest~,if they can, may replant 

them. They may, perhaps, stick: them in the ground, but 

they will never make them grow. u 
2 

In his treatment of the l~ew Testament he used the same 

method of ridicule. He called the story of the Virgin 

birth obscene, and contended that it finds its counterpart 

in mythology. He compared the Gospels to show disagreement 

in the genealogy, and assmned if these are false, then 

............ •· ... 
1. .Paine. The Age of Reason. p. 181 
2. Ibid. p. 151 
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why not the rest of the story? As to the authorship he 

stated that there is no pro~:Yf, and. that there is only 

doubtfulness, which is the opposite of belief. He noted 

omissions and. d.ifferences and. accused the Gospel vvriters 

of being liars·. He concluded that they were not apostles 

nor eyewitnesses of the things which they \v.rote, and that 

they did not write in concerted imposition, but in individ.

ual and. separate. As to the Epistles, he charged them 

with being false, and. attacked the person of Paul. His 

conclusion 11vas that the Old and New Testaments are for

geries, the evidence of which he drew from the Bible it

self. This is a two-edged sword, for rrif the evidence be 

denied, the authenticity of the Scriptures is denied. with 

it, for it is Scripture evidence: and. if the evidence be 

admitted, the authenticity of the books is disproved."l 

Not only did he deny the authenticity of the Biblet 

but he attributed to revelation the most detestable wicked

ness, the most horrid. cruelties, and. the greatest miseries 

that have ever afflicted the human race. rtit is better", 

he said, rrfar better that we admitted, if it were possible, 

a thousand devils to roam at large, and to preach publicly 

the doctrine of the devils, if there were any such, than 

that \Ve permitted one such imposter and monster as Moses, 

Joshua, Samuel, and the Bible prophets, to come with the 

....... , ......... ., 
1. Paine. The ~ge of Reason. p. 181 
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pretended word of God in his mouth, and have credit among 

us. nl '£hus Paine derided revealed religion, and attempted 

to prove that Christianity is not only false, but malicious 

and dangerous. His views are in line with those of his 

predecessors, but are more malignant and more far-reaching 

because of his appeal to the mob rather. than to the intell

ects. His only leniency was given to the Quakers lof which 

sect his father was a member) whom he claimed ·were nrather 

deists than Ghristian.n2 

Paine was answered by Watson and the Bishop ·of Llandaff 

but no able replies were.published. Samuel Adams reproved 

him for his introducing the book into America with its con-

sequent danger of controversy, and Paine replied to this 

in a restq,tement of his position. On the whole no able 

defences were issued, but in the light of the book, Vii th 

its clearly biassed and unscholarly approach to the problem 

none were necessary. For, even though the book is read 

today, few are willing to consent to its teaching, and its 

influence is fastly declining. 

E. SUMMARY 

Thus the Sceptical movement, begim1ing with Hobbes 

and increasing in intensity, runs through the century. It 

contributed nothing of value to the thought of the age, 

•••••••••••••• 
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and its statements are now refuted or out of date. It ben

efitted theology negatively, and provided a source for 

various controversies which did result in a modification 

of creeds and a development of new ~mphases in religious 

thought. 



CH.li.J?TER II. 

MODIFICATIOlJS OF CREED MID NEVI Eivil?HASES 



CRAJ?TER 2 

MODIFICATimm OJf CREED Alill l'TEW Elvll?HASES 

The first half of the eighteenth century in England 

was marked by controversy. Reason battled with tradition 

and revelation; creeds were subjected to sharp critical 

study and rational interpretation; and the whole thought 

of the period was based upon reason instead of authority 

as formerly. It is described as being ~a period of barren 

controversies, of speculations utterly unpraaticaln.l 

In order to properly understand the new emphasis in 

English thought it is necessary to go back to the seven

teenth century to discover the roots of this movement. 

These are to be found in the philosophical emphasis of Des

cartes, that philosophy may and must start with the data 

of consciousness and erect its own structure with entire 

independence, taking nothing for granted and borrowing 

nothing from the other branches of knowledge. The philos

ophy of Descartes was inspired by a. desire to extend math

ematic!:i.l methods to metaphysical speculation. :Proof vvas 

to follow the road of logical demonstration. Find the self-

•••••••o•••• 
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evident principles ·which lie at the basis of all knowledge, 

and from ·them you will be able to build up your world of 

logically ordered thought. Authority was discarded as a 

principle of reasoning. 'rDescartes begins by doubting 

everything, and prosecutes his scepticism up to the point 

where he finds a truth, the truth of his own existence as 

a thinking being, to deny which is to commit an act of 

intellectual suicide.nl 

Storr further stated in regard to the influence of 

Descartes upon English thought that ttT.he influence of Des-

cartes upon English speculation in the eighteenth century 

may be seen in the following directions: there is the same 

buoyant confidence in the power of reason; there is the same 

reaching out after the mathematical ideal of clarity of 

idea, and logical demonstration following from principles 

judged to be self-evident; there is the same revolt from 

authority, only in England so far as theology is concerned, 

the revolt is tempered by a general acceptance of the 

traditional beliefs." 2 

The four controversies which affected most profoundly 

theological thought during this period were: the Bangorian, 

the Deistic, the Subscription an~ the Unitarian. The second 

was the most far-reaching and influential of the four, and 

will be treated to a greater extent. The Hutchinsonian 
'· 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

1. Storr. ' The Development of English Theology in the 19th 
Century. p. 30 

2. Ibid. P• 30 
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Controversy and the Utilitarian movement, though of minor 

import~nce, will also be studied. 

A. THE BAlWORIAN COl~TROVERS Y 

This controversy, ·which lasted from 1717 to 1720 is 

not of very great importance in the development of English 

theology even though it caused heated arguments and several 

pamphlets during its short existence. It was named the 

Bangorian Controversy because of the fact that its leader 

was Benjamin Hoadly, newly appointed Bishop of Bangor. 

Benjamin H.oc:.dly was born in Westerham, Kent, November 

14. 1676. He obtained his B.A. degree from Cambridge in 

1696, and became a preacher in London in 1701. He was 

appointed Bishop of Bangor in 1715, of Hereford in 1721, 

of Salisbury in 1723 and of Winchester in 1734. ~~cauley 

said of him that nHe cringed from bishopric to bisho:pricn. 1 

According to Leslie Stephen he was lfprobably the best-hated 

clergyman of the century amongst his own ordern. 2 Before 

the controversy which gave him fame, he wrote several pol

itical treatises, of which the most elaborate are uMeasures 

of Submission to the Civil Ivi"agistra ten and rtThe Original 

and Institution of Civil Government Discussedn. He remained 

at Winchester for more than a quarter of a century, until 

the controversies of his life 'had become dim tradition, and 

died in 1761 at the age of eighty-six. 

·~ .......... . 
l. Simon. The Revival of Religion in England in the 18th 

Century. p. 109 
2. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 

vol. ii, p. 152 
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In 1716 a posthumous treatise by George Hickes, Bishop 

of Thetford, entitled •tconstitution of the Christiau Church, 

and the Nature and Consequences of Schismtt appeare.d., in 

which he excoaununicat ed all but the non- jurin:g churchmen. 

Hoadly immediately wrote a reply to this entitled, ''I>reserv

a tive against the :Erinciples and Practices of Non- jurors'", 

in which his own Erastian position was recommended and si'n-

cerity proposed as the only test for truth. The contra-

versy ar~se, however, with the publication of a sermon 

upon the text, n.My Kingdom is not of this v1orld't, in which 

Hoadly maintained that Christ had left behind Him no such 

authority as that claimed by the churches, and that this 

was the best Ymy to answer the pretensions of the Churc.h 

of Rome. These views offended both dissenters and High 

Churchmen and he was attacked from all quarters. 

Leslie Stephen said that·nThis controversy, which raged 

furiously during 1717-8, is one of the most intricate 

tangles of fruitless logomachy in the language. In the 

bibliography given in Hoadly's work there is a list of more 

than fifty divines who joined in the fray •••••••••• There 

is a bewildering variety of theological, ecclesiastical, 

political, historical, exegetical, and purely personal 

discussions. "'1 Hoadly, of c curse, was the chief disputant 

in this debate, while two men are outstanding as his 

•••••••••••••••••• 

1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 
val. ii, · p. 156 
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opponent.s, Sherlock and Law. 

Hoadly' s theory was first stated in the ttpreserv

ative against the :Erinciples and :Eractices of non-jurorstt. 

His sermon,, preached in 1717, stated it more clearly and 

concisely. He struck at the very root of sacerdotalism. 

While admitting that Christ and His Apostles enjoyed super

natural powers, he denied, with other rationalists, that 

this power was transferred to their successors. The priest

hood is lowered to the level of ordinary humanity. An 

excerpt from his sermon will show his argument. ttAs the 

church of Christ is the kingdom of Christ, He, Himself, 

is king; and in this it is implied that He is Himself the 

sole lawgiver to His subjects, and Himself the sole judge 

of their behaviour, in the affairs of conscieoo e and 

eternal salvation. And in this sense, therefore, his 

kingdom is not of this world; that he hath in those points 

left behind Him no visible human authority; no viceregents 

who can be said properly to supply His place; no inter

preters upon whom His subjec.ts are absolutely to d~penP.; 

no judges _over the conscience or religion of his people.•1 

He then argued that if one had the power of viceregent, 

to make new laws or to interpret old ones, or to judge 

his subjeets in religious matters, then he would be 

truly as much a king as Christ Himself, and he would be 

the true lawgiver instead of Christ • 

• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • 

1. Hoadly. Works. val ii, p. 404 



Ho.adly held further, that the only moral duty connected 

with the faith was sincerity. A. man, accordingly, is bound 

only to accept those articles which reoommendthemselves 

to his unbiassed reason. The authority of the church, 

in keeping .,ith this right of' the individual, is that of 

a witness and not of a judge, thus leaving every man free 

to chose for himself. uThe f~vor of God, therefore, 

follows sincerity considered as such; and therefore 

equally follows every equal degree of sincerityn.l 

Law, in answering this, pointed out that Hoadly, in 

admitting the innocency of error, gives up the old standing 

ground. of heresy. He further stated in a second letter, 

that Hoadly ought to be a Deist. nrs it,u he asked, 

uimpo ssible for men to have this authority (of pronouncing 

absolution) from God to absolve in His name because they 

' may mistuke in the exercise of it? This argument proves 

too much, and mru:es as short work with every institution 

of Christianity as with the power of absolution. For 

if it is impossible that men should have authority from 
( 

Go~ to ab~olve in His name, because they are not infallible, 

this makes them equally incapable of being entrusted with 

any other means of grace; and, consequently supposes the 

whole priest's office to imply a direct impossibility to 

the very notion of it."2 Hoadly never made a direct 

••••••••••••••• 

1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 
vol. ii, p. 160 

2. Ibid. P• 161 



answer to Law. He denied outright the doctrine of A.postolic 

Succession which ~w upheld, but he did not deny outright 

the existence of any supernatural powers and privileges 

in the church, though he constantly used language tanding 

to such a denial. He replied to his antagonists in such 

a way as to confuse the issue. He stated 'tthat he had 

not denied all authority, but only absolute authority, or 

authority to which the people are indispensably obliged 

to submit. ttl Law then pointed out that Hoadly' s propos-

ition was as good against authority in general as against 

absolute authority, .and supposed that Hoadly's disavowal 

was merely intended to cover some anarchial doctrine.2 

The controversy continued in such a fruitless and 

tangled 'Nay until 1720, when it was dropped. Sherlock 

and Hoadly became involved in a debate over the distinction 

between human kingdoms and Christ's kingdom, the latter 

holding that God alone can judge the heart and man the 

external things only, but this became a confused and 

pointless debate. Hoadly maintained that Protestant 

dissenters should not be denied office, while Sherlock 

held the opposite view. This dwindled to a squabble 

over the Test and Corporation Acts, Sherlock maintaining 

that the sacrament was not desecrated by being used with 

a test, and that there is a broad distinction between 

.- • e.~~ •·••~ e. •· e... a a 

1. Hoadly. 'liorks. vol. ii, p .. 460 
2. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 

vol. ii, P• 162 
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positive penalties and negative disqualifications. 

Thus the .Bangorian controversy gradually died, leaving no 

great results m1d no settlement of principles. 

B. THE DEISTIC CONTROVERSY 

The Deistic controversy, beginning with Lord Herbert 

de Cherbury in the middle of the seventeenth century and 

extending to the middle of the eighteenth, is the most 

important dispute of the century. It leads to the very 

heart of eighteenth century theology. It mirrors the 

whole theological mind of the time, and though briem, 

it established some permanent results. These results wer~ 

described by Dorner in the statement '~fe would not deny 

our obligations to the period terminating 1750; which, by 

clearing away much dead rna tter, prepared the way for a 

reconstruction of theology from the very depths of the 

heart's beliefs, and also subjected man's moral nature 

to stricter observation. From the very nature of things, 

however, it can be regarded as a period of transition, as 

an elementary step towards the genuine inward freedom 

of personality."l 

This movement was but natural when we consider the 

trend of the philosophy and science of the period. Locke, 

who probably affected the thought of the period more than 

any other writer, gave as the test for truth reasonableness, 

................ 
1. Dorner. History of Protestant Theology. val. ii, p.77 
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in the sense of conformity to common sense. The new 

tendency in philosophy was to put all 1aaowledge on an ex

periential basis, with the first test for truth that it 

be consistent with human reason. A new conception of the 

universe caused men to think of it as a mechanical thing, 

governeQ by fixed laws. New scientific thoughts and in

ventions had come in, each tearing down in :part some 

tradition. The scope of the world was enlarged, with 

the discovery of other countries, and these were inhabited 

by :people who had not heard of the gospel. Quite nat~ 

urally, these influences led to a radical departure in 

English religious thought, and this trend took the form 

of Deism. 

The controversy embraced a variety of topics, each 

successive adversary assailing the common object of hos

tility from his own chosen point of attack. All combined 

in compelling Christianity, through her champions, to 

defend herself in every direction in which it appeared 

weak to the doubting spirit of the age. One assailed the 

divine person of the founder of the faith (Charles 

Blount); another (Anthony Collins) its prophetic found

ations; a third (Woolston) its miraculous attestations; 

and a fourth (Toland) its canonical literature~ Another 

group took up a different line and tried to show that a 

special revelation was unnecessary, impossible, and un

verifiable, the religion of nature being sufficient and 

superior to all religions of positive institution. This 
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was the common position of all Deists.l 

God is, for the Deist, a personal Being, who, after 

creating the world by His will, now acts toward it like 

an artificer with a finished machine, which mechanically 

pursues its natural course according to the laws laid down 

for it, and no longer requires the immediate assistance 

or interference of its maker. 2 Thus they acknowledge the 

being, personality, and supramundane character of the Deity, 

and the creation of the world by Him; while on the other 

hand they deny His living, acting presence in the world 

and any interposition in its affairs. Thus the world is 

left to its ovm course, heing governed entirely by natural 

laws, and every special.manifestation of God in the world 

is denied; all supernatural elements in Christianity, even 

those regarding the person and works of Christ, are like-

wise denied; natural religion is the true religion, and 

special revelation is denied. 
. . 

In commenting upon the denial of re~ation Briggs 

said that 11The endeavors of the Deists to replace historic 

Christianity by a purely natural religion and the effol~ts 

of the theologians to mainit~in the distinctive principles 

of Christianity resulted in the discrimination between 

natural religion and revealed religion, natural. theology 

and Christian theology, and an apologetic chiefly in the 

• ••·•• • • • •·• • a • • 

1. Bruce. Apologetics. p. 17 
2.. Christlieb. Iviodern Doubt and Christian Belief. p. 190 
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form of evidences of Ohristianity."'l Baillie traced it to 

the influences leading up to the break-up of this '"mediaeval 

synthesisrr (natural religion and revelation) which could be 

traced back to the Italian Renaissance and the :Protestant 

Reformation. The attack took the form of a gradually growing 

tendency to rely more and more on the light of nature and 

less and less on the light of revelation.2 This gradually 

growing tendency cam1ot be· disregarded, but the immediate 

causes were those found in the prevailing philosophy and 

thought of the day. No doubt Locke, although not a Deist 

himself, greatly stimulated this thought in his book, "'The 

Reasonableness of Christianity"', in which he endeavored 

to show that Christian revelation is not contrary to reason, 

and also in his teaching that revelation must be rejected 

if it contradicted the higher tribunal of reason. 

One of the chief va.lues of this controversy was the 

apologetic work it called forth. The most prominent of 

the writers against Deism was Joseph Butler, whose "'Analogy 

of Religion, Natural and Revealed", is still read as a sound 

piece of work. Other writers were Thomas Halyburton, 

William Law, Charles Leslie, John Leland. and a few lesser 

ones as John Norris and :Peter Brown. This work remains as 

a permanent force in religious thought, and marks the be-

ginning of a sound, reasonable treatment of orthodox religion. 

1. 
2. 

Briggs. 
Baillie. 

•••••••••••o• 

Theological Symbolics. p. 237 
The Interpretation of Religion. pp. 455-6. 

\ 
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1. HERBERT DE CHERBURY 

The ""father of English Deism'r was Lord Herbert de Cher

bury. His theology is of necessity a philosophy, as all 

natural theology must be. Its foundation is laid in reason. 

He believe<l in the capacity of the human mind to penetrate 

the reality of being. Since nature had so endowed us that 

we are able to discover sound and color, ·which are but the 

'~'fleeting qualities of things"' she must, he thought, have 

given us the sure means of discovering the truths which are 

internal, necessary, and everlasting.l He had a deep con

viction that God must have given all men means of being 

saved and that He must in some way have revealed Himself to 

all men. Accordingly he strove to find what elements are 

common in all religions, as being the common notices or 

innate ideas in the soul, and which would constitute the 

universal truth God has given to man. Accordingly he pub

lished in his oook "On the Religion of the Gentilesu five 

articles which he holds to be universally received, going 

to the heathen world for proof. These five articles are: 

1. That there is on supreme God. 

2. That He ought to be worshipped. 

3. That virtue and piety are the chief parts of 

Divine worship. 

4. That we ought to be sorry for our sins and repent 

of them. 

• •••••••••••••••• 

1. Hunt. Heligious Thought in England. vol. i, p. 444 
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5. That Divine Goodness doth dispense rewards and 

punishments, both in this life and after it.l 

Herbert admitted tnat it was with great labor that he 

found these five articles of religion among the pagans. 

But he did find them, and the discovery :made him 1lnore 

happy than Archimedesrt: 2 __ it rejoiced his heart to know 

that the divine mercy was not limited to an elect few, to 

a baptized church, to Jews or Christians, but that it ex-

tended to the whole race of Adam • 
... 

Herbert nowhere opposed revealed religion nor Christ

ianity, but he wished to rest Christianity upon the internal 

rather than the· external evidence. He held that a revel-

ation was made to himself, but that nothing can be admitted 

as revealed which contradicts the five primary principles 

or common notions, and anything beyond can be of no import

ance to the whole human race, and therefore no such revel

ation should be made public. 3 What is contrary to the five 

points is contra~y to reason and therefore false; what is 

beyond reason but not contrary to it may be revealed; but 

the record of a revelation is not itself revelation but 

tradition; ana the truth of a tradition depends upon the 

narrator and can never be more than probable.4 

He sketched in his 'tDe Veritate't a system of natural 

••••••••••••• 

1. Herbert. The Antient Religion of the Gentiles. pp. 3-4 
2. Ibid. P• 367 
3. Ueberweg. A History of ?hilosophy. val. ll, P• 355 
4. Sorley. A History of English l?hilosorhy. p. 41. 
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religion. Here. he asked the question ttwas any revela. tion 

necessary if a system of natural religion could be constructed 

without its aid, and if it was necessary what was its 

exact functions and what were its limits? Again, what were 

the beliefs common to all Christians? Could there be dis-

covered beneath the divisions of protestantism a common 

body of doctrine which looked to revelation as its source, 

parallel to the common body of beliefs which it was held 

constituted the essence of natural religion?l 

The writings of Herbert were not without permanent 

influence. He gave im:pulse to Deism, and attracted the att

ention of Gassendi and Descartes. His views of the nature 

and possibility of revelation are kindred to those enforced 

by Kant in his ftRelig~on within the Limits of J?ure Reason".2 

2. CHARLES BLOUliT 

Charles Blount was born in 1654 and died in 1693. His 

first work was "Anima Mundi'" or "An Historical Uarration 

of the Opinions of the Ancients concerning Man's Soul after 

this Life: according to unenlightened Nature't. He attempted 

in this to raise the esteem of the readers for heathen 

philosophy and thus to depreciate Christianity. In this 

work he also defends natural religion. In his "'Great is 

Diana of the Ephesians"', published in 1680 me makes an 

............. 

1. Storr. The Development of English Theology in the 
Nineteenth Century. P• 47 

2. Ueberweg. A History of Philosophy. vol. ii, p. 355 
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attack on priestcraft.l In the same year he published 

an English translation of· nThe Two First Books of :Philo-

stratus, concerning the Life of A:ppolonius Tyaneusn. To 

this he appended copious notes. In this he clearly tried 

to refute the superimtural character of Christianity by 

presenting in Appolonius a parallel narrative. Miracles 

are explained on the naturalistic theory and partly by 

suggestions rese~bling the modern mythical hy-potheses.2 

Blount argued against the Mosaic authorship of the 

.Eentateuch. 3 He adopted Hobbes' notion of the authority 

of the state in rns.tters of religion, together with Herbert's 

five points. He held that religion of reason had been 

corrupted by th.e cunning of priests. 

He committed suicide in 1693 because he was prevented 

from marrying his deceased wife's sister. Two years after

wards his "Miscellaneous Viorkstt which included ''Dhe Oracles 

of Reason'.,., 1;vere published. 

3. JOHN TOLA1TD 

John Toland (1669-1722) presented a new phase of the 

.controversy by his book '"Christianity Not IIJiysterious•t. 

While showing the influence of Locke and Hobbes, he went 

even further than they did by asserting that there is nothing 

above reason in Ch:cistianity, that everything is plain by 

reason, and by asserting that there is no profit in anything 

••••••••••••• 

1. Sorley. A History of English :Philosophy. P• 142 
2. Fisher. A History of Christian Doctrine. P• 373 
3. Ibid. P• 374. 
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not intelligible.l His argument starts with the customary 

remarks upon the impossibility of extracting any certain 

rule of faith from the conflicting authorities of popes. 

fathers, councils, and the whole wilderness of discordant 

churches. Reason, he said, must be the only foundation of 

all certitude, and assent must follow demonstration alone. 

Accordingly we are entitled to disbelieve anything 

which is contrary to reason, or in other words, anything 

which involves a contradiction. We may likewise demand 

strict proof of the historical statements of the Scriptures. 

As he approached the mysteries of the Christian religion 

he maintained that as nothing is contrary to reason, so 

there is nothing above reason in the gospel. Religious 

doctrines are mysterious in the sense, and only in the 

sense, that scientific propositions are mysterious; in other 

words they are not mysterious at all, any more·than a blade 

of grass or a pebble are mysterious.2 Thus our knowledge 

of God is as intimate as our knowledge of a blade of grass 

and no mo~e mysterious. What mysteries there are in 

Christianity, he asserted, are not found in primitive 

Christianity but have been introduced in the course of time, 

partly in accommodation to.Judaism with its Levitical rites 

and to heathenism, and partly by the mixture of philosophy.3 

•••••••••••••••• 

1. Toland. Christianity not Mysterious. pp. 67 ff. 
2. Ibid. PP• 75-87 
3. Fisher. History of Christian Doctrine. P• 375, cf. 

Toland. Christianity not Mysterious. PP• 151-169 
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Thus a new phase of the controversy is introduced. 

4. ANTHONY COLLINS 

AnPhony Collins (1676•1729) is considered as none of 

the ablest of the Deists".1 He continued themrfare in his 

"Discourse on Free.-thinkingu and his nDiscourse on the 

Grounds and Reasons of the Christian Religion" to which 

thirty five replies were published. In the first of these 

he pointed out the presence of defects in the Bible. The 

second, which is the more import~nt of the two, deals with 

the subject of prophecy, and endeavored to show that strained 

methods of interpretation~. allegorical or symbolical, must 

be made to fit the facts of Christianity. He flouted such 

methods as irrational, and his conclusion was that the 

strongest bulwar.t,: of Christianity gives way before a reasoned 

criticism. This attack was the opening of a long conflict 
2 upon prophecy, which lasted until the end of the century. 

His"-Discourse on Free-thinking" was written to establish 

two principles: that all sound belief must be based on free 

inquiry and that the adoption of rationalist principles 

would mean the abandonment of supernaturalism. He point:ed 

out the widely different opinions which·have been reached 

by Divines, and maintains that a very extensive knowledge 

•••••••••••••• 

1. Ji'isher. History of Christian Doctrine. p. 376 
2. Storr. The Development of English Theology in the 

Nineteenth Century. p. 53 
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is necessary to understand the Bible s-atisfactorily.l He 

undertook to prove that free thinking cannot be restricted, 

and. that to say that it can be involves a contradiction. 

It should not be restricted because without it no one can 

ever be convinced of error.2 

lie :W-ant further to suggest that the Jews may have 

derived their theological doctrines from the Eg~~tians 

and the Chaldeans, and that in all probability, a large 

part of the Old Testament was reconstructed by Ezra. That 

the book of Daniel belongs to the ~~ccabean age was another 

of his propositions.3 

In his treatment of prophecy he held that the evidence 

furnished by prophecy was alone conclusive since every new 

revelation must be based upon former revelations. God's . 

consistency with Himself required this. If, however, the 

prophecies of the Old Testament were unfulfilled this 

proves that Uhristianity is not true. And if the l'ifew Test

ament presents a Messiah totally different from the Old we 

ca1Lnot fall back upon the typical and allegorical inter-

pretation of the Old Testament, otherwise we destroy the 

foundations of Christianity. 4 Collins was a firm believer 

in God as established by reason, but was a hostile critic 

of the uhristian creed. He seemed motivated by two things: 

••••••••••••• 

1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Uentury. 
vol. i, pp. 205-8 

2. .li'isher. History of Christia..n Doctrine. p. 376 
3. Ibid. 
4. Dorner. History of Erotestant Theology. vol. 11, p. 

85, cf. Collins. Grounds and Reasons of the Christian 
Religion. Et. I 
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a Iaith in reason and a suspicion and dislike of priest

craft, which are indicated by the titles of his earliest 

vwrks, the "Essay Concerning the Use of Reason", and :Priest

craft in Eerfection".l 

5. MaTTHEW THIDAL 

Matthew Tindal (1657-1733) published in 173~ a treatise 

entitled nohristiani ty as old as Creation"- in which he summed 

up Deistic belief. It was to this book that :Bishop :Butler's 

Analogy was designed as a reply. 2 In this work he undertook 

to show thc.t the :Bible as a revelation was superfluous, for 

it adds nothing to natural religion which God revealed to 

man at the first by the sole light of reason. In him we 

see the culminating point of Deism. · His book is the first 

in a line of new thought, and it is marked by ability and 

thorough:r:1ess. It has been called the "Doomsday :Boo.k" of 

Deism, but it might well be called the Deist's Bible as 

we11. 3 

n·christianit~ as old as Creation" argued that Christ

ianity was a duplicate of natural religion. The alternate 

title of the book is 'r-The Gospel a Repu'llllication of the Re-

ligion of I'Iature". The purpose of Christianity, he held, 

was to restore and republish natural religion. Natural 

religion he defined in the Iollowing statement, "By natural 

•••••••••••• 

1. Sorley. A History of English Philosophy. pp. 147-8 
2. Ueberweg. A History· of Philosophy. vol. ~~. P• 378 
3. Reed. Beginnings of Rational Christianity in England. 
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religion I understand the belief of the existence of God 

and the sense and practice of those duties which result 

from the knowledge we by our reason have of Him and His 

perfections, and of ourselves and our imperfections; and of 

the relation we stand in to Him and to our fellow creatures 

so that the reli of nature takes in everything that 

is founded on the reason and nature of things.l Therefore 

he held that "whoever so regulates his natural etites 

as 11 conduce most to the exercise of his reason, the 

health of his body, the pleasure of his senses taken 

together (since herein his happiness consists) may be cer

tain he can never offend his .If.taker who, as He governs all 

things according to their r~tures. cannot but expect His 

rational creatures should act according to their natures."2 

The only difference between natural and revealed re-

ligion is in the manner of communicu.tion, the one being the 

internal and th~ other the exten1al revelation of the same 

unchangeable will of a Being who is alike at all times, in-

finitely wise od. 3 There must have been a sufficient 

rule or given man at the beginning, obedience to which 

made man acceptable to God. Coming from a perfect Being 

this law must be perfect, therefore there can be no poss-

ible alteration. Accordingly Chri i ty is but a repub-

lication of the original la.w of nature, t 

••••••••••••••• 
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doc.trines are false. In this way Christianity is both univ-

ersal and as old as creation. 

T.indal, as did the others. attacked priesthood. :Pos-

itive religion is nothing but an imperfect copy of natural 

religion, and is, as a whole, the work of a designing priest

hood.1 This they do for their own personal interests. They 

fostered superstition and bigotry, and they are inimical to 

Christianity.~ 

6. ANTHONY ASHLEY COOEER, EARL Ol!' SHUTESBURY 

Anthony Ashley Cooper, third Earl of Shaftesbury, (1671-

1713) published a series of tracts known as ~characteris-

tics of Men, I\Lla.tters, Opinions, and T.imesn and also nLetters, 

by a noble lord to a young man at the University''"· His 

main point of contention was that morality was good for its 

own sake and that the teaching of rewards and punishments 

was wrong. He held the doctrine of innate ideas with Cher

bury, and argued from that that supernatural revelations 

was not not:necessa:ry. He urged, moreover, that such a 

revelation was not only useless but mischievous, as any in

fluences derived from the consideration of reward or ~unish

ment must be mercenary, and therefore demoralizing. 3 He 

took offense at Christianity because it promises rewards 

to virtue thereby denying its intrinsic value, its 

............. 
1. Reed. Beginnings of Rational Christianity in England. 

p .. 23 
2. Ibid. P• 26 
3. Ueberweg. A History of :Pgilosophy. p. 377 
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position as its own object, and the happiness which it in

volves.1 Virtue, therefore. is its own reward. The desire 

for virtue arises in a disinterested love for all things, 

an innate love not dependent on external things. 

Shaftesbury's theology was an attempt to banish the 

supernatural and to retain the divine element of religion. 

God is no longer a ruler, external to the world, but is an 

immanent and all-pervading force. He charged divines with 

blaspheming God by representing Him as angry with His creat-

ures, as pru1ishing the im1ocent for the guilty, a1n as being 

pacified by the sufferings of the virtuous.2 

Man is the chief work of nature. The theological dogma 

of corruption is therefore alien to him. Therefore Shaftes

bury repudiated the doctrine of rewards and pru1ishments as 

having no proper place in a system which restores the div-

inity of man. Hopes and fears are no incentive to virtue, 

but the. excellence of the object should be the motive. 

Heaven and hell are simply used to restrain the vulgar, but 

do not provide an animating and essential part of the in-

ternal discipline. Therefore, in removing this external 

guide, he puts the responsibility upon the internal ttmoral 

sense't and a passion for humanity. 3 

1. 
"' ;:.. 

3. 

7. HENRY ST. JOHN, VISCOUNT BOLINGBROlCE 

Bolingbroke ( 1678-1751} is the last INri ter of note 

••••••••••••• 
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in this controversy. He was not contented with claiming 

toleration or equality for free-thi11kers, but directed all 

his energies to bring about the triumph of Deistic prin

ciples. He distinguished between the traditional elements 

in Christianity which originate with deceitful or deluded 

men, and genuine Christianity, i.e. natural religion. 1 He 

assumed that monotheism w~s the primitive relgion, and argued 

for it on the ground of the consent of all tradition that the 

world had a beginning. Almost everything not contained 

in the creed of nature is ascribed to the shrews invention 

of rulers, v;ho, in order to keep the people in subjection, 

2 have played on their fears. 

He held that we can demonstrate the natural but not the 

mor~l a,_ttributes of God. That is, vve can recognize the power 

and wisdom but not the goodness end justice of the Deity. 

He also attacked the anthropomorphism of divines who made 

Goa_ after the image of man. Anclrew Fuller wrote of Boling

broke that he nacknowledges a God, but is for reducing all 

His attributes to wisdome and power, blaming divines for 

distinguishing between His physical and moral attributes, 

asserting that we cannot ascribe goodness and justice to 

God ~ccording to our ideas of them nor argue with any cer-

tainty about them; and that it is absurd to deduce moral 

obligations from the moral attributes of God or to pretend 

1. Dorner. 
2. Fisher. 

••••••••••••• 
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to imitate Him in those attributes.»1 

As to morality, Bolingbroke resolved it to self-love 

as its first principle. nv;e love ourselvestr, he said, nwe 

love our families, we love the particular societies to 

which we belong, and our benevolence extends at last to the 

whole race of mankind. Like so many vortices, the center 

of all is self-love.~2 

Bolingbroke was not a leader of opinion. His arguments, 

according to Stephen, are feeble and inconsistent, but 

aimed at a school whose pretensions to dominion had excited 

a widespread reaction. He gives an interesting indication 

of the general current of thought at the time, but nne c~;mnot 

be regarded as determintll)i ts direction. rt
3 

8. OTHER WRITERS: WOOLS TOri, MORGAJ.~, CHUBB·~ .f...lffi MIDDLETON 

There were several other writers on this subject, but 

in the main they reiterated the opinions of the others. 

Their writings were noticed because of merit, but their 

thoughts were borrowed largely from the greater leaders of 

the controv-ersy. 

Thomas Woolston, Fellow of Sidney Sussex College, Gam-

bridge, wrote six aggressive discourses on nThe Mire.cles of 

our Saviourtt. He endeavored to shmv, not that the miracles 

were incredible or impossible, but that they were absurd 

and unvJOrthy of the performer. They were not to be taken 

••••••••••••••• 
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historically, but as the allegorical garb of doctrines.1 

Thomas Morgan attacked the Old Testament as a system of 

priestcraft.. He declared that the God of Israel was a 

national God, a1m that it was through the Old Testament that 

the purity of Christianity had been corruptea..2 

Thomas Chubb was the most uneducated and perhaps 'cthe most 

obscure of the Deistic weiters. His three principles, as 

given by Leslie Stephen, were: that conformity to the ,etexnal 

rules which result from the natural and essential difference 

of things and nothing else makes men acceptable to God; that 

~epentance and a change of life, and those alone, will secure 

(;od' s mercy; and that God will ultimately judge the world,. and 
~·-•·---- -:.~·-·•-·------ -·~--·- •••-••--•• -~~-·--··-- --~-------•••-~····---·-•-e---.-•·--·••-·----··~"'"' -------···--····-·~~ 

give to every man according to his works.3 

Conyers Middleton is sometimes classed as a Deist, though 

he remained in the Christian church. His main contribution 

was in pointing out two things: that the current doctrine of 

Biblical inspiration was untenable, and that the question 

of miracle admits of a treatment different from any which it 

had yet received. He raised the question, may not the belief 

in miracles be a superstition the source of which lies in the 

general intellectual conditions of earlier times?4 In this 

way he shattered the belief that there was an impassable gulf 

between sacred and secular history, and prapared the v~y for 

the historical method in theology • 

.............. 
1. Stephen. History of ?rotestant Theology. vol ii, P• 86 
2. Ibid. P• 88 
3. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. vol i, 

P• 165 
4. Storr, The Develo-oment of English Theology in the Nine

teenth Century. p.-54 
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9. CONCLUSION 

Deism rapidly died. It was a spent force with no real 

foundation to appeal to man r s religious needs. David Rume 

put the finishing blow to Deism with his overthrow of the 

supremacy of reason, and the apologists though not overwhelm

ingly successful, did succeed in a measure to put down this 

controversy. 

Leslie Stephen stated that the main result of this con

troversy was in lowering ttthe general tone of religious 

feeling without destroying the respect for established creeds; 

making men unwilling to ask awkward questions, and com-

pounding with their consciences by not making arrogant ass

umptions; and, generally, to bring about a comfortable com

promise, which held together till Wesley from one side, and 

Paine from another, forced more serious thoughts upon the 

age. ul The movement did cause the aha~g of emphasis from 

the passive acceptance of tradition to the establishment of 

an apologetic based upon reason, and a rational criticism of 

the Bible. 

C. THE SUBSCRil?TION CONTROV"ERSY 

Aft:r the doV.nfall of the commDnwealth and the access-

ion of Charles II. the established church once more won sup-

remacy. Immediately steps were taken to assure. its position. 

The Act of Uniformity was passed which required a declaration 

of assent and consent to all and everything prescribed in 

••••••••••••• 

1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 
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the book of Common ?ray er, together w·i th all its rites and 

ceremonies. All clergymen were ejected who refused to re

nounce the covenant, accept Episcopal ordination, pay canon

ical obedience, subscr~pe to the thirty nine arti~es, and 

use the book of Common Prayer. The Corporation Act ex

cluded non-conformist layment even from the most petty off

ices; the Conventicle Act forbade the attendance upon relig

ious meetings in which the Anglican ritual was not in use; 

the Five Mile Act prohibited dissenting ministers from 

coming within five miles of any town in which they had 

preached and debarred them from teaching schoo~ .• public or 

private; and the Test Act required all officers, civil or 

military, to subscri~e to the oaths of supremacy and conform

ity, to abjure transubstantiation, and to receive the Lord's 

Supper in the Church of England. ~hese were modified under 

William and I~ry so that dissenters could register at the 

court, and take only the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, 

and subscribe to only thirty six and one-half a»ticles. 

Non-conformists were. allowed to form congregations but these 

had to be registered and licensed. Dissenting laymen were 

still prohibited from holding office U11less they took com

munion in the Church of England. There was still a great 

deal of restriction, but the Act of Toleration began the lib

eration of dissenters. 

The Subscription controversy arose over this require

ment that dissenters subscribe to thirty six and one-half 

articles of the thirty nine. Although the leaders in this 
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debate also eigressed theological views, their main battle 

was against this subscription. 

The Subscription controversy was begun by Robert Clayton, 

an Irish bishop. A strange book, the "Essay on Spirit" app

eared in 1751 which is generally accredited to him, and which 

he certainly accepted if he did not write it. The obj~ct of 

this book is to set forth a strange metaphysical feticpism. 

Every particle of matter, active and atrractive, has a sp:i:c it 
to 

uni t.ed to it/ direct its movements. The whole universe is 

thus replete with spirits. 1 God governs through·_; this vast 

hierarchy of subordinate beings of which Christ, or the Logos, 

who is identified with Daniel's Archangel Ivliche.~l, is the 

head. 2 In the dedication to the primate, he admitted that 

his opinions do not coincide with those of the compilers of 

the Articles and Litany, and argues that it is his duty 

neither to submit to the authority of the church, nor to se

cede fr~un evex·y institution marked by imperfections. 3 He 

expressed a hope that the constituted authorities would re-

dress his grievances and especially get rid of the Athanasian 

creed. In 1756 he tried to carry his principles into effect 

by moving in the Irish House of Lords for an omission of the 

Athanasian and Nicenecreeds from the Litany of the Church 

of Ireland. At the same time he carried on a vigorous attack 

on the doctrine of the Trinity, and prosecution was commenced 

••eo•••••••••• 
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1;1.gainst him in 1757. Before he was brought to trial he died 

from a nervous fever due to the excitement caused by the 

prosecution.1 

The cause was taken up by Francis Blackburn, a liberal 

in politics and theology. He defended John Jones who had 

proposed some moderate reforms in the Church of England which 

had caused opposition from the High Church party. Black

burna's chief contribution was his "Confessional~' printed in 

1766:. Stephen says that '"We are told that at an early period 

of his labors as a writer he had made up his mind never again 

to subscribe to the thirty nine articles.~2 In his "Gonfess

ional" he held that the Bible and the Bible alone is the re-

ligion of the Protestants and therefore a Protestant church 

has no right to demand any other subsc.ription than a profession 

from its pastors that they receive the Scriptures as the 

word of liod, and will instruct the people from the Scriptures 

alone.3 He also stated that a "review of our Trinitarian 

forms is quite necessary for the honor of the church herself". 

He professed belief in the divinity of Christ, however, but 

adds limitations of his ow.n.4 He omitted the creed of Athan-

a.sius from his services but reconciled himself to the other 

requirements of the church. 

The result of Blackburne's agitation was a meeting in 

the Feathers Tavern, which led to a petition embodying the 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
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suggestion that a profession of belief in the Scriptures be 

substituted for the subscription to the articles. This was 

sigDed by two hundred people and presented to the House of 

Commons where it was defeated. However, at this time Cam-

bridge substituted for the subscription to the articles a 

simple profession of bona fide membership in the Church of 

England as a requirement for the B. A.. degree. John Hey 

follows in an attempt to make the articles malleable by 

stating that it was better to leave the letter untouched and 

depart from them in spirit.1 The result of this controversy 

was not apparent at the time, but it naturally merge~ into 

the Unitarian movement v;hich followed. 

D. THE RISE Oll' UlHT.ARI.lUHSM 

An interesting illustration of the tendency against 

the Trinity is to be found in Taylor's book "The Apology of 

Ben Mordecai to hils Friends for embracing Christianity". 

It appeared in a series of letters appearing between 1771 

and 1777. The converted Jew, who is the nominal author, 

justified himself for abandoning the faith of his fathers 

by holding tnat Christianity does not involve tritheism 

inasmuch as it does not necessitate a belief in the divin-

ity of Christ. His God is anthromorphic, making up His 

mind from time to time according to circumstances. His 

chief argument, however, was that you cannot assert at once 

................ 

1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 
val. i, p. 423-6 
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the divinity of Christ and the reality of His sufferings. 

If you say that God suffered, you are a Eatripassian; if 

you say that the human nature alone suffered, then you are 

Socinian; and if you claim that the divine was separated 

from the human at the passion then you are a Cerinthian. 

He therefore adopted the A.rian hypothesis that Christ was a 

created being.l 

Joseph Eriestley was the next writer to make any im-

pression. The general tendency of his argument was to reduce 

all Christianity to a department of inductive science. 

His aim wa~ to combine science with theology by accepting 

a view of God and the soul which would make them. accessible 

to ordinary methods of scientific investigation. The exist-

ence of God was to be proved f:com the whole machinery; the 

immortality of the soul, or rather the dogma of its recon-

struction from the testimony of the Apostles v;hose veracity 

was guaranteed by the miracles. His nHistory of the Corrup

tions of Christianity" appeared in 1782 and led to a most 

exciting controversy. His principal antagonist was Samuel 

Horsley, who vvas elevated to the bench as a result of his 

victory in this di~pute. Priestley included among the cor

ruptions of Christianity the Trinitarian doctrines,2and makes 

Christ a mere man. 3 The sound doctrine which existed 

•••·•••••·•••••o 
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in the earliest ages he attempted to identify with Unitar

ianism.1 His aim vvas to show nwhat circumstances in the state 

of things and especially of other prevailing opinions and 

prejudices favored the introduction of new doctrines. 112 

Through his writings his main teaching was that the earliest 

Christians were Unitarians; and that Unitarianism had re-

mained for a long time the creed of the masses until the Trin-
3 itarian views ~rvere adopted. He also challenged Horsley to 

show the period at which a belief in Christ's divinity arose. 

and argued with great force that it was imposzi ble to su:_ppose 

that the Apostles could have believed that the man whom they 

saw in fles4 and blood was God Almighty.4 Horsley defeated 

this argument with ridicule. 

Gilbert Uakefield followed closely in the footsteps of 

Priestley. He had been imprisoned for two years for his 

charges against the government of corruption and this led to 

a charge of libel, for which he was convicted. In his 

"Essay on Inspiration" he worlced out the theory that vve 

should believe in as few miracles as possible. The inspir

ation of the Gospel is unnecessary because strength of judg-

ment, adequate information, and m!biassed affections are 

sufficient guarantees for historical accuracy. He held that 

Christ really wished to show the efficacy of truth operating 

••••••••••••••• 
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without supernatural advantages. Yet he accepted an ample 

degree of inspiration in other writings and thought that the 

Gospels, as compared with the Old Testament prophecies show 

the disparity between the thoughts and language of man and 

His Creator. 1 

Edward Evanson attempted to push rationalism one step 

further. He had been a clergyman in the Church of England, 

but had been forced to resign because of certain liberties 

taken '.':ith the liturgy and a heretical sermon he preached. 

In 1772 he had already attacked the doctrine of the Trinity 

and in 1777 vJrote a letter to Hurd, :Bishop of Lichfiea.d. 

about the prophecies. He claimed that the Church of England 

and all other churches in existence had as good a right to 

the title of anti-Christ as had the church at Rome. He dis-

covered in the :Book of Revelation that the allianc_e-._: of 

church and state under Constantine would cause the grand 

~postasy to Trinitarianism. He pushed on to a free criticism 

of the Hew Testament. In 1792 he published a book entitled 

"Dissonance of the ]'our Generally Received Evangelists". 

His main test for distinguishing the spurious from the auth-

entic narratives vvas the existence in the authentic of pro

phecies which have been satisfactorily fulfilled. According 

to this theory he excised from the New Testament the whole 

of three gospels, the Epistles to the Romans, Ephesians,_ 

•••••••••••ec• 
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Colossians, Hebrews, and those of James, ?eter, John and Jude, 

besides p2rts of the favored gospel, St. Luke's, of the 

Acts and of the Apocalypse.l 

Thus the Unitarian cause began to grow, and though the 

leaders were not regarded as outstanding fcctors in the 

thought of ~1gland of this period, they did reflect the 

thought of many of the people, and the trend of dissenting 

opinions. Unitarianism has continued to exist, and much 

credit for its existence is to be given these early writers, 

although they merely revived an old heresy. 

E. ~HE HUTOHINSONIANS 

Another controversy, of minor importance, was that be-

gun by John Hutchinson which represented the influence 

upon theology of the gr:::;at Universit;)r of Oxford. Hutchinson 

had been an assistant to Woodward, one of the earliest en-

quirers into geology. A disagreement had arisen as to their 

claims to discovery, and accordingly Hutchinson, during 

the last years of his life, published his o~~ system of phil-

osophy. His chief work was 11.M.oses' .Erincipian which attempted 

to show that the authority of Moses was opposed to that of 

Newton. Several converts were won to the side of Hutchinson; 

Duncan Far bes ·whose., book "Religion1
t bore many traces of the 

founder's fancies; Julius Bate and John .Earkhurst both 

authors of Hebrevi dictionaries; George Horne, afterward 

•••••••••••• 
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Bishop of Norwich; and William Jones, curate at Nayland in 

Suffolk. 

The Hutchinsonians had three principles for which they 

fought~ an extreme dislH;:e for rationalism, a fanatical 

respect for the letter of the Bible, and an attempt to enlist 

the rising powers of scientific enquiry upon the side of or

thodOA7.1 This sums up their arguments sufficiently well 

for an understanding of the movement. The truth was that 

they were frightened by the scientific discoveries which 

seemed to refute Biblical teachings. Thus they held that 

gravitation seemed to make the hypothesis of divine inter

vention superfluous; they were frightened by the teaching of 

a vacuum, and denieo. that inert matter was ca.pable of active 

qualities. 

In line with this quarrel between science and revelation, 

Hugh Farmer~ a dissenting clergyman, saw that the world was 

governed by natural .laws and he attempts to explain the phen-

omena of miracles in a rational manner. Two books, the 

first dealing with Christ's tempta.tion in the wilderness, 

which he attempted to eA~lain as a divine vision and not a 

reality; ana_ a "'Dissertation on Miracles" in which he granted 

the.t miracles could be proved, but asked how it folloyved that 

they were of divine origin, thus trying to narrow as much 

as possible the demands upon our faith, are his contributions 

to the controversy between science and revelation. The 

•••••••••••• 
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vast importance of a genuine miracle was insisted upon. The 

world is governed by la:ws, and none but the lawgiver can 

dispense with these laws. Created beings are restrained to 

their own sphere. Thus he attempted in isolating and re-

moving to a distance manifestations of divine power, to 

strengthen the evidence of the few genuine miracles.1 

In line with thie phase, it is proper to mention the 

dispute caused by flume's treatment of miracles. Three men 

won special prominence in their at tempts at refutatli:Gl1: Will

iam Adams, John Douglas, and George Campbell. All three 

were equally averse to a belief in the continuous manifest

ation of supernatural agency and to a denial of its former 

manifestation. Adams and Campbell bo)Gh argued that there. 

is no l'eason for doubting divine intervention for worthy 

purposes, therefore there was no gxound for doubting the 

Christian miracles. Campbell was perhaps the greatest of 

the three, being the only one to receive a reply from Hume. 

He based proof upon testimony and eXJ?erience as separate 

and independent sources. Douglas asserted that w~ may be

lieve in a conjunction of effects and causes of which we 

have no actual e::l';:perienc e, and that God • .s l>mnipotence allows 

Him to do what He pleases. The whole corili'oversy about mir

acles really resolved itself into a dispute as to the nature 

of the universe, and in reality accomplished little in 

shaping the thought of the period.2 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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F. THE UTILITARIANS 

In keeping with the r~tiona.l spirit of the age, there 

was another attempt to substitute an external cause for auth

ority. The Util~tarians attempted to place the greatest good 

for society as the motive for virtue in the stead of a divine 

revelat.ion. They held that happiness was the chief end of 

humanity, it was for this that they were created, and there

fore that which tended to p~Dduce the happiness of our fellow

men was our highest duty. N~turally this movement included 

many of the leaders in other fields, as Hume, Locke, Shaftes

bury, Bolingbroke and others, but aside from them there 

were others who figure chiefly as exponents of this thought. 

Preceding the movement three men might be mentioned as 

a little outside the movement, yet certainly fostering it 

with theirideas which were almost identical. These men were 

Francis Hutcheson, David Hartley and Adam Smith. Each of 

them held that the chief object of humanity was happiness, 

and that anything which tended to produce this happiness 

was right. Hutcheson held that man has internal as well as 

external senses; the external perceiving sounds and colors 

as well as th~ internal perceive moral excellence or turpit

ude. The moral sense is a primitve faculty with its purpose 

to perceive virtue and vice as th~ eye perceives light and 

darkness. Two standards are found in his belief -- the moral 

sense and the public §;Cod. His formula was the gree,t est 

happiness for the greatest number, and the moral sense is an 
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~ppro~al of the action which is conducive to the public wel

fare. Thus he appeared Utilitarian in his teac.hings. But 

Hutcheson refused to accept the theory of utility, which 

appeared to be equivalent to resolving virtue into selfish

ness.1 

Hartley and Adam Smith followed Hutcheson in this teach

ing. They differed in that Hartley tried to make association 

the fundamental law of our intellectual and emotional nature, 

while Smith tried to resolve all our moral sentiments into 

sympathy. Hartley's book "Observations on Ma.n" explained 

his position in this field. The underlying doctrine is that 

of necessity; that all events in the universe, as well as 

all the phenomena of human action, are links in an eternal 

chain of causes and effects. ·God is the one efficient cause, 

and all phenomena of hums,n life proceed from Him. He taught 

that '"The infinite happiness and perfection of God is a 

pledge of the ultimate happiness and perfection of all His 

creatures. tt2 Adam Smith's 'tTheory of Moral Sentiments't 

appeared in 1759. He believed in a "great, benevolent and 

all-wise Being who is determined by His own perfections to 

maintain in the universe at all times the greatest possible 

quantity of happiness n. 
3 Utility is not the cause of our 

actions, but the moral sentiments contribut.e blindly to pro

mote the happiness of mankind.4 Sympathy is the guardian 

................ 
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of our actions and the judge and monitor of our actions and 

conduct. 11First", he said, 1rwe sympathize with the motives 

of the agent; secondly, with the gratitude of those he has 

benefitted; thirdly, we o·bserve that his conduct has been 

agreeable to the general .rules by which those two sympath-

ies generally act; and last of all, when we consider such 

actions as making a part of a system of behavior which tends 

to promote the·happiness either of the individual or of the 

society, they appear to deriv.e a beauty from this utility, 

not unlike that which we ascribe to any well-contrived mach

ine. nl This forms his analysis of the sources of approbation. 

Here again utility occ~pied a distinctly subordinate pos-

ition. His later work, the celebrated nwealth of Nationsn, 

teaches that man is primarily selfish, in seeking his own 

comfort, but that the regulative rather than antagonistic 

force is this sympathy. 

Locke and Hume, by their war on innate ideas and em-

phasis upon the external, or ex~eriential basis, influenced 

this movement considerably. Utilita:rianism's method is 

inducti~e, its basis experiential, ru1d its end practical. 

Its cry is the greatest good for the greatest number. Other 

writers served to forward the movement before the great 

leader, Jeremy Bentham, appeared. Waterland, who was 

aroused by Clarke's distinction between moral and positive 

duties in his nEx-gosition of the Catechism11 , wrote a reply 

••••••••••••• 
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in which his principle i.l3 that the relative importance of 

divine commc.:mds is to be tested by the question of which 

was most conducive to the public gooa. 1 Bishop Law, ado~ng 

the theory of Gay, follo~ed Waterland in the position. 

Abraham Tucker, perhaps the greatest of this movement in 

the eighteenth century, published the book, "Light of Nature 

Pursued" in which he laid down several utilitarian prin-

ciples. He attempted to explain God's relationship to the 

work in the terms of a watchmaker's relation to the watch, 

and tried to discount divine interference. Having created 

us, our own natural instincts are left by Him to lead us, 

with the motive for action as the desire for happiness. 

Paley was greatly influenced by Tucker~s work and possibly 

finds his famous ill us tra tion of the watch here. 2 

The great leader of this movement properly belongs 

in the nineteenth century, as does the main course of the 

movement. Jeremy Bentham, born in 1748 and died 1832, was 

a brilliant legal genius. During his long life he acc

omplished many legal reforms. in England. His philosophy 

was based upon the maxim "that the greatest happiness of 

the greatest number is the foundation of moral and legis

lation."3 This he identified with the principle of utility. 

This principle is carried into political as well as 

moral life, inasmuch as it affects the whole of society • 

• • • • • •• • • • • • • 
1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 

vol ii, P• 107 
2. For discussion of Utilitarianism see Ibid. vol. ii, pp. 

80-.128 
3. Fay. Life and Labour in the Nineteenth Century. p. 41 

Bentham. Viorks. vol. x, p. 142 
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Bentham's great follower was James Mill9 who carried the 

movement still further. 

This movement. which had its ~oots in the eighteenth 

century, is properly a nineteenth century movement, be

cause it was in this century that it became organized and 

defined as a separate line of thought. It is important, 

because it marks the beginning of the social Jine o:;f thought 

in religion, and is the germ of the modern nsocial Gospeln 

movement. 

G. SUiviMARY 

Through these controversies a new emphasis was brought 

into the religious thought of England. Tradition, even that 

of Protestantism, could no longer be accepted on the basis 

of its authroity or custom, but must now be subjected to 

rational c.ri ticism and careful study. The results were 

partly political and partly v;i thin the church._ The found

ations of the Broad Church movement of the nineteenth cent

ury were laid here. Dissent was given a firmer footing, men 

won more freedom in worship, and the way was paved for a 

wider and more tolerant religious outlook than before. 

Critic ism was given a new method -- that of rat.iorial 

interpretation and critical study. The orthodox still 

clung to the inspiration of the Scriptures, but were forced 

to study it in th8 light of the discoveries of the age .. 

These controversies also led to the development of modern 

theology of the nineteenth century. Another important re

sult was the rise of a new school of apologists, represented 

by Pal'Sy, rfarburton, and Butler 9 who adopted the method of 
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the rationalists in an effort to uphold the orthodox faith. 

Utilitarianism led to the Utilitarian Ethics of the 

nineteenth century, and was the forerunner of the social 

movements of our own day. Thus the influence of these 

controversies is seen in the movements and thought of the 

twentieth century. 



CHAPTER III. 

DElli1ElJCE OF ORTHODOX :POSITION 
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CIH:.?TER III. 

DEFElWE OJl' ORTHODOX :POSITION 

The attacks made upon orthodoxy by the controversies 

naturally called forth champions of the faith. In their 

attempt to refute the argrunents of the Deists and Trinit-

aria:ns they -uvere forced to develope 1:: new apologetic, and 

to defend lJh:r·istiani ty from rational grounds. In the lack 

of any real theologians in this century, these apologists 

were obliged to stand alone against the repeated attacks 

of the opponents of the Christian faith. 

T.here were many who published replies to the assaults 

of therationalists, but four stand out with special promin-

enc e, and in ·their works: we can see the apologetic mind o.f 

the period. These four men were John Locke, Joseph Butler, 
\ 

William Warburton and William :Ealey• 

A. JOHN LOOKF.J 

John Locke, although having great influence upon the 

Deists, in reality was an apologist. His "Reasonableness 

of Uhristianity" ~;~.tternpted to show that Christianity is no~ 

contrary to reason, and that it may be accepted on rational 

grounds. Since the main part of Locke's workl~;~.y in the 

seventeenth century, and was not primarily designed as a 

refutation of the controversial arguments, a simple study 

of his ttlieasonableness of CJ::tristianityn will serve to show 

his position as an apologist. 
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His method of arriving at the truth contained the 

~ gospel was to read it through without aid of note or comment. 

As he read, he vms impressed with the harmony of the whole 

and the manifest truth of the Scriptures. In his preface 

to the book he stated as his purpose, nThe little satis

faction and consistency that is to be found in most of the 

systems of divinity I have met ·,·.i th, made me betake myself 

to the sole reading of the Scriptures (to which they all 

appeal) for the understanding of the Christian Religion. 

What from thence, by an attentive and unbiassed search, I 

have received, Reader, I here deliver to thee. If by this 

~- labor thou receivest any light, or confirmation in the 

truth, join with me in tharu~s to the Father of lights, for 

His condescension to our understandings. If upon ~ fair 

and unprejudiced examination, thou findest I have mistaken 

the sense and tenor of the Gospel, (which is that of charity) 

and in the words of sobr~y, set me right in the doctrines 

of sal vat ion."1 

He began with the statement of the fall, that the doc

trine of redemption and consequently of the Gospel is founded 

upon its supposition, He then enters upon a tedious treat

ment of the fall and salvation, bringing in text after text 

as proof. Stated simply his discovery is this: Christ and 

His apostles, on admitting converts to the church, did not 

••••••••••• 

l. Iiocke. The Vi'orks of John Locke. vol. Vi, P• 2 
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exact from them & profession of belief in the Athanasian 

creed, the '~hirty Kine Articles, or the Vlestminst er l(on-

fession, but v1ere satisfied with the acknowledgment that 

Christ was the Messiah.l He first endeavored to prove that 

Chri:: t is the Messiah, showing that there is a threefold 

declaration of the Liessiah~ By miracles, in conjunction 

with the expectation of the Jews; by phrases and circum-

locutions that did signify or intimate His coming, though 

not in direct words pointing out the person, the most common 

of which vJas nThe kingdom of God and of heaven"; and by 

"plain and direct wol~ds, declaring the doctrine of the 

Messiah, speaking out that Jesus was He, as we see the 

apostles did when they v'.le:nt a bout preaching the gospel after 

our ~a vi our's resurrectionrr. 2 

Passing on to the requirement for salvation, he taught 

the one article, belief that Jesus is the Messiah. He 

stated in connection with :Paul's preaching on account of 

his sermons nwherein he preached no other article of faith 

but that Jesus was the I>iessiah, the king, who being risen 

from the dead, now reigneth and shall more publicly manifest 

his kingdom in judging the world at the last day.n3 He 

went further' to warn those who would add to this article of 

faith. "But I cannot allow to them (the ma};:ers of systems} 

............ , 
1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth uentury. 

vol. i, PP• 95-6 
2. Locke. The Works of John Locke. vol. vi, PP• 32-35 
3. Ibid. vol. vi, P• 100 
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or to any man, an authority to make a religion for or to 

alter that which God hath revealed •••••••••• That this is the 

sole doctrine (faith} pressed and required to be believed in 

the whole tenor of our Saviour's and his apostles :preaching, 

we have showed. through the whole history of the evangelists 

and the Acts. And I challenge them to sho·w that there was 

any other doctrine upon their assent to which, or disbelief 

of it, men were pronounced believers or unbelievers; and 

accordingly received into the church of Christ as members 

of His body, as far as mere believing could make them so, 

or else kept out of it. This was the only gospel article 
1 

of faith which was preached to them". Repentance is, however, 

an essential a condition as ftdth, and as necessary to be 

performed. rtThese two, faith and repentance, i.e. believing 

Jesus to be the Messiah, and a good life, are the indispens-

able conditions of the new covenant, to be performed by all 

those who would obtain eternal life. "'2 

It is for this faith that God freely justifies a man. 

But as they accept Him as their king, men must obey His laws, 

otherwise "'they were but the greater rebels. and God vvould not 

justify them for a faith that did but increase their guilt 

and oppose diametrically the kingdom and design of the 

Messiah ••• ••• .A.nd that faith without works, i.e. the vvorks 

of sincere obedience to the law and will of Christ, is not 

sufficient for our justification, St. James shows at large, 

Locke. 
Ibid. 

••••••••••• 

Tbe Vlarrks of John Locke. 
val. vi, p .• 105 

vol. vi, p. 102 
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In answer to the question, t'What need was there of a 

Saviour?tt he gave this answer ~:vhicb, to a great degree, 

typifies his c:.ttitude. ttA:t1d we shall take too· imich upon 

us if we shall call God 1 s wisdom or providence to account 

and pertly condenm for needless all that our weak,. and per-

haps bis,ssed, understanding cannot account for. n He then 

went further to sho•.v that the "wisdom and goodness of God 

has shown itself so visibly to common apprehensions that 

it hath furnished us abundantly wherewithal to satisfy the 

curious and inquisitive, who will not take a blessing unless 

they be ins true ted what need they had of it, and wh;y it was 

bestowed upon them."2 

Philosophy had failed to teach men their duty, and Locke 

asked nwhether one coming from heaven in the power of God, 

in full and clear evidence and demonstration of miracles, 

giving plain and direct rules of morality and obedience be 

not likelier to enlighten the bulk of mankind, and set them 

right in their duties, and bring them to do them than by 

reasoning ~ith them from general notions and principles of 

human r~ason'?".3 He then stated that the instruction of the 

people Viere best still to be left to the precepts and prin

ciples of th.eJ gospel!t:~4, 

•••••••••••••••••• 

1. Locke. The Works of John Locke. vol vi, p. 111 
2. Ibid. vol vi, p. 134 
3. Ibid. vol. vi, p. 146 
4. Ibid. vol. vi, p. 146 
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An interesting paint is brought up in the matter of 

criticism. He advanced the question as to why it is nat 

necessary to believe the many doctrines which are found 

through the Scriptures in addi tian to the fa.i tn ~n Jesus 
'·· 

as the Messiah. This he ansvvered by a rational process of 

c.ri ticism. rtThis answer that the euistles are wri ~ten 
~ . . 

upon several occasions and he that vJill read them as he 

aught must observe what is in them vvhich is principally 

aimed at; find what is the argument in hand and haw managed; 

if he will understand them right and profit by them. The 

observing of this will best help us to the true meaning and 

mind of the writer, far that is the truth to be received 

and believed, and nat scattered sentences in Scripture lm1-

guage accommodated to our nations and prejudices.n1 This 

is in keeping wiJGh modern methods a f criticism; the de term-

ining whether the statements are by-laws ax rsgulatians~ 

based upon the occasion of their writing. 

Whatever may be said of the influence of Locke's phil-

asaphy and insistence upon reason, the fact remains that he 

was a champion of Ch:cistiani ty as falmd in the Scriptures 

and that he def'ended it against the very ones who strove 

to use him as their example, as 'roland. In this book 

Locke has shown himself the first of a new type of apala

gisis, who base their apologies on rational and scholarly 

arguments. 

• ••••••••••••••• 

1. Locke. The Works of John Locke. val. vi, P• 152 
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B. JOSEPH BUTLER 

Joseph Butler was born :May 18. 1692 and died June 16. 

1752. The two books upon which his fame rests, the "Sermonsn 

and the nAnalogy" vvere published in 172.6 and 1736. respect-

ively. One of the things for v;hich they are remarlmble 

is the fact that they stirred up no contemporary controversy. 

They both shovi deep thought on the controversies of the day, 

and although cllunsy and having many faults of style, they 

have survived till this day when they are still read and 

studied. Stephen said of Butler that rtthough Butler has 

habitually been described as amongst the ablest champions 

of Christianity, be has probably made few converts, and has 

clearly helped sQme thinkers toward scepticismu;l 

Butler's aim was to undermine the Deist position. In 

his nAnalogy" he assumed as proved that there was "an intell

igent Author of nature and natural Governor of the worldn. 2 

He attempted to prove that the God of nature and the God of 

revelation are one and the same. He began his work by the 

examination of the validity of the human soul, which with 

the belief in God form the primary articles of natural re

ligion. He pressed an analogy of nature to prove the exist

ence of the soul and future life, since identity in us and 

in other creatures survives great changes, and there is no 

............. 
1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 

VOl i, P• 280 
2. Butler~ The Works of Bishop Butler. val. i, p. 12 
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r proof that death works destruction of our living powers. 

~ha body, he argued, is foreign matter, and if we st~vive 

this matter, why not all matter? Our natural state is two-

fold, sensation and reflection, and there is no evidence 

that death touches the latter. His· basis for the ar~~ent 

was twofold: the doctrines of continuance and the incap

acity of death to destroy. 1 Thus he strove to break do~v.n 

the negative arguments and prove from an analogy of nature 

the existence of a future state and the human soul. 

He next passed into a discussion of rewards and punish

ments which he also proved by analogy with nature. We 

have pleasure or pain in the na.tural world which proceed 

from natural laws, and which are analogous to the future 

state. After giving examples of punishment in the natural 

world, he concluded his argument with "And is there any pre-

tence of reason for people to think themselves sec.ure and 

talk as if they had certain proof that, iliet them act as 

licentiously as they will, there can be nothing analogous 

to this with regard to a future and more general interest 

under the providence and government of the same God?"a 

This supposition is further confirmed from the fact 

that the natural government under God is also moral, in 

which rewards and punishments are the consequences of 

actions considered as viituous or vicious. Men are not 

••••••••••••••• 

1. Butler. The Works of Bishop Butler. vol. i, pp. 2-47 
2. Ibid. Vol i, P• 63 
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always rewarded according to their just desert because the 

ess ent i~tl tendency of virtue vice to due e hapJ1iness 

or misery are often hindered from taking effect from accid-

ental c~::~uses. .However, the beginnings :rudiments of a 

righteous administration ma,y be observed in the constitution 

of e, from which we might expect that these accidental 

hindrances will some day be removed and the rule of distrib

utive justice obtain completely in a more perfect state.1 

Continuing this process of analogy in natural religion, 

he tried to show that there is in those who are the subjects 

of this moral government some sort of trial, or possibility 

of acting wrong ::os well as right, which shows that this life 

is a state of probation. 2 But the present li is not merely 

a state of probation, but one of discipline and improvement 

in temporal as well as religious affairs. The ruin of men 

is brought on by their own vice, anli for this he used the 

analogy of the countless plants and seeds which decay be

fore they reach maturity. 3 In his next chapter he claimed 

that fatalism was not the order of the world butthat we 

are free. to the wisdom and goofu1ess of the divine gov-

errJIDent he showed that the government of the ural world 

appeared to be a system with parts r t to each other 

together composing a whole with laws governing, but with 

our srnall view vve are unable to judge correctly. of 

•••••••••••• 

1. Butler. The Works of' Bishop Butler. vol. i, • 63-94 
2. Ibid. vol. i, PP• 94-105 
3. Ibid. vol. i, P• 105-37 
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our objections to the divine government may therefore by 

grounded upon our igrillrance.l 

Thus Butler endeavored to remove all difficulties con-

nected with natural religion and he next turned to an e:i'::am-

ination of revealed religion, considering the importance of 

Christianity as an introduction to a study of its credibility. 

Christianity bas a twofold importance. First as a 

republication of natural religion in its native simplicit;y, 

-vvi th authority and advantages; ascertaining in many cases 

what before was only :probable and particularly confirming 

the doctrine of rewards and punishments. He distinguished 

between natural and revealed religion by saying that "For 

though natural religion is the foundation and principal 

part of Christianity, it is not in a1zy sense the vmole of 

it. tt2 As to the future state he wrote, "The grec-~t doctrines 

of a future state, the danger of a course o:f wic};:edness, 

and the efficacy of repentance are not only confirmed in the 

gospel, but are taught especially the last is, with a degree 

of light, to whic.h that of nature is but darkness."'3 The 

second importance of Christianity is that it reveals a new 

dispensation of providence, originating from the }:JUre love 

and mercy of God, and conducted by the mediation of His 

Son, and the guidance of His Spirit for the recovery and 

salvation of maru;:ind -,vho are represented as in a state o:f 

••••••••••••• 

1. Butler. The Works of Joseph Butler. vol. i, P• 160-176 
2. I;Jid. p. 188 
3. Ibid. P• 191 
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stasy and ruin. 

He next tret,ted the· objection to rev tion considered 

as miraculous ch he eats in his same of g:,r --

stating that ere are strong sumptions against n1a17 known 

facts, such as miracles, religion supplies 

icular reasons. turned to the Christ scheme 

ed that it too is in th e. In revelation 

he reason the right to judge the meaning, the mora ty 

the evidenc e.l Christiani t;y is E" scheme quite beyond our 

comprehension, here, as in nature, our i e s 

our objections. 2 Gince is dependent U]:JOn laws, he 

continued. then the same holds true to revelation tbat 

"God's miraculous interpos ions have , in 

lilr:e manner, general ws of wisdom.n3 This c ed 

over Christian revelation. If the course of 

ence God operates in the sa.11e manner as in 

the tion of Christianity, one tb erv-

ient to another; this to further; and so on, 

through a l;1·ogressi ve series of means i extend, bo 

backward forwC;.rd. beyond our utmost view."4 

to the mediatorship of Christ we not know whether 

other would e worked, as we do 

bing we could have even ted puni Ol' 

recover t we i t nor can e 

•••••••••••••• 

l. ' The • vol. i, P• 258 
2. Ibid. vol. i, P• 
3. Ibid. vol. i, P• 248 
4. Ib • val • i, • 251-2 
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was born in 1698 and died in 1779. He took his orders 

without a university tra.ining and, after other preferments, 

became Bishop of Gloucester in 1759. His works include "The 

Alliance between Church and State" (1736} and a defense of 

the say on Man" by ?ope. He edited Shakespeare in 1747; 

published a hostile WView of Lord Bolingbroke's ?hilosophy" 

(1754); and wrote »:;.qemarks on Hume's Natural History of Re-

ligion" in 1757. His most famous work was "The Divine Leg-

ation of Moses Demonstrated on the Frinciples of a Religious 

Deist" (1737-1741}, which was designed to meet a deistical 

objection to the Old Testament Scriptures, that the books of 

Moses contain no reference to a future life. His legal 

training in his youth is shovm in his ability to make a case 

and score a l)Oint, but he seems to he.ve little insight into 

history, philosophy, or religion. Stephen says that "He was 

as proud, pragmatical, and insolent as a rmn who brought 

to theological controversies the habits of mind acquired 

in an attorney's office might naturally be expected to show 

himself.n1 

Warburton observed in a letter to Hurd that "his life 

was a warfare upon earth; that is to say, v;ith bigots and 

libertines. against whom I hs.ve denounced eternal war, like 
2 

Hannibal against Rome, at the altar. n He made truth his 

aim, alld, as was natural with many of his tYPe, was extremely 

•••••••••••• 

1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 
vol. i, P• 308 

2. Warburton. Letters to Hurd. p. 346 
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intolerant of any whose opinions differed from his. ~eists. 

atheists. and pantheists form the. majority of his opponents, 

but the more orthodox came in for their full share. ~o 

quote Stephen again, ~e stalks through the literary history 

of the eighteenth century, trailing behind him a whole series 

of ostentatious paradoxes, a1n bringing down his controversial 

shillelagh on the head of any luckless mortal who ventures 

to hint a modest dissent."1 

'•iarburton necessarily had to form alliances, and in 

two men, l?o:pe and Hurd, he found two suited to him by force 

of contrast. These two defended Warburton in many instances, 

and Hurd was responsible for the publication of the letters 

written him by his :friend. 

The nDivine Legation" as Stephen described it is "an 

attempt to support one gigantic paradox by a whole system of 

paradoxes". 2 His professed intention at the beginning was to 

vind.icute lioses, but afta:- this he diverged into all manner of 

subsidiary inquiries. Among the topics upon which he dis-

coursed t·;ere: the origin and nature of morality; the theory 

of the alliance between church and state; an elucidation of 

ancient mysteries; the hieroglyphics with their origin and 

meaning; Egyptian chronology; the date of the Book of Job~ 

lie' also assails all who differ from an;;' of his opinions. 

That this book is a tedious jumble need not be mentioned • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

l. Ste}Jhen. Knglish ~hought in the Eighteenth Century. 
vol. i, P• 347 

2. Ibid. vol. i, p. 355 
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.A.s Sorley said, t~"The defence of this paradoxical theory 

gave rlarburton am-ple scope for displaying his .learning and 

his controversial talent on a great variety of topics, the 

relevance of which is not always appa:rent."l 

This book was written as an argument against the Deists 

who held that there wo.s no reference to the future state 

of rewards and punishments, although Stephen said that he 

has been u11.a.ble to discover this point in the Deists against 

whom Yiarburton as writing.2 He endeavored to find new 

discoveries in religion which will stale-mate the Deists 

who appear to have victory in their grasp. His three 

propositions were: that the doctrine of a future state of 

rewards t;;md punishments is necessary to the well-being of 

society; the second, that the utility of this doctrine 

has been admitted by all mankind, and especially by the 

wisest and most learned nations of antiquity; and the third 

that this doctrine is not to be found in the Mosaic dis

pensation.3 He asserted, ·however, that since Moses did not 

appeal to any such doctrine, which was current in other 

countries, that this proves his divine legation. He went 

further in holding that Moses would not have omitted such 

a sanction had he not had a certainty of miraculous inter

ference. Thus the absence of belief among the Jews is 

•••••••••• 

1. Sorley. A History of English Philosophy. p. 152 
2. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 

vol. i, p. 356 footnote. 
3. Ibid. vol. i, P• 356-7 
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taken as proof that they v:ere under the immedi.s.t e provid

ence of God, ·working by means outside natural law. 

The whole argument reEts u11on the assumption that 

nothing but a belief in a future state can sustain the 

mor8,l law. Thus he held that "'Men will not be virtuous 

m1less the~y are paid for it. :tfeither a moral sense, nor 

a perfection of the fitness of things will be sufficient 

motives without the obligation of a superior willtt.l God 

was the God of the Jews, their le.wgiver and governor. These 

He rewarded in this :-present v,;orld, while the ord.inary men 

were rewarded or punished in the future. The Jews, however, 

might receive a double portion, by being rewarded here end 

in the ne~r:t world.. The date of the Book of Job he tried to 

determine by the fact that it w<:c::s written at the time when 

God began to govern by secondary causes ;:...nd when rewards 

and punishments had ceased to e1::ist in this r)resent world 

aDd the next world had not been d.iscovered.2 

One of the most vehemmt o.f his polemic writings was 

directed against Wesley. In the course of it he remarked 

that "The power of working miracles and not the conformity 

of the Scripture doctrines to the truth, is the great 

criterion of a divine mission. •t3 He tried to show that 

miracles have been misru1derstood, acce.r;ting the main events, 

•••••••••••••• 

1. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 
val .. i, p. 358 

2. Ibid. vol. i, p. 364 
3. rburton. Works. val. viii, p. 390 
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but rejecting the subsidiary as e.:tcpla.ina.ble by natural 

reasons. i:Iis particular ire was aroused by 7/esley' s :pub

lishing accounts of modern miracles, with which his works 

abound. His urgum~1t was that miracles are no longer re

quired. T.he martyrs might have wtnted them for sup})ort but 

"now the profession of the Christian faith is attended with 

ease and honor; and tho conviction which the weight of human 

testimony and the conclusions of human resson afford us of 

its truth is abund~lntly sufficient to support us in our re

ligious perseverance.»l 

In this we see the method of v.arburton. It VJas not 

sound nor logical, but it reflects the thought of his period 

anti had some effect upon t:Pe time. He h2.s d isa,:pp ec.s t< s 

a force in apologetics; his works will not beei critical 

study, as do those of Butler, but because of his general 

method he deserves study as one of the apologists of this 

period. 

D. \HLLIAM .?ALEY 

~illiam Ealey, the last of the greater ologists of 

the period, wo.s born in 174Z and cl.ied in 1805. lie was ed-

ucated at Christ College, Ce.mbridge, where he graa_u&.ted 

in 1805. l!latbemt:,tical studies seem to have occupied his ,. 
youth, tmd J.'s,ley sbov;ed tht,t clear, rigid, intellect which 

results from such study • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

1. Warburton. v,6rks. vol. viii, p. 319 
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?aleyrs chief works were the "Moral and :Political 

.Philosophy"' published in rl85; the "Horae l?aulinae". 1790; 

nEvidences of Christianity", 1794; uncl the ttNatural Theologyn 

or "Evidences of the Existence and. A~t·ributes of the Deity, 

Collected from the appearances of Nat1.u'e 11 :;;mblished in 1002. 

:i.:he "Evidences" will l)erha:ps giYe his view of theology and 

state his method better than the others. It is still re&.d 

and studied, and its arguments are being revived in the 

modern field of apologetics and theology. 

Paley's n~vidences" dr "lJatural Theologyn as it is also 

called begins with the su:s;position that he is walking across 

a heath and pitches his fJot against a stone. If be r·ere 

as.;;;:ed how the stone ct.c.rne to be there his could c.;nsvJer with-

out appearing to be absurd that it had perhaps been there 

forever. But if he had found a watch the same ansvJer 

would not have been practicable inasmuch as, uyon e:::e.min-

atL:m, the watch has been put together for a purpose, and 

that if the parts had been different the purpose, i.e. of 

producing motion, would not have been fulfilled. Having 

examined the parts and their fitness for their particular 

purpose, it is naturally inferred the.t this watch had a 

maker. He then argued that even if we failed to understcnd 

it we would. recognize that it had a mt:J~er. and could not 
1 

have sprung from natural causes• 

•••••••••••••••• 

1. ?aley. Hatural Theology. pp. 5-8 
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Suppose it bad the power to generate other watches in 

the course of its movements. Vie vwuld still look for the 

maker for "contrivances must have a contriver."1 The question 

then is "how came the first w.s.tch in existence?". "The Thing 

required is the intending mind, the adapting hand, the intell

igenl.:e by which that hand was directed. n 2 To say that no art 

or skill whatever has been concerned in the business is absurd, 

yet this is atheism. 

He applied this argument by compv,ring the watch to nature. 

n.h!very indici;tion of contrivance, every manifestation of 

design, vvhich existed in the '•liL~ tch exists in the works of 

nature; iNi th tho difference, on the side of D£.:,ture, of being 

greater and more, and that in a degree which exceeds all 

computation.n3 He carried this argument from design next to 

the human eye, comp.s.ring it to a telescope, which we know 

to have a me,ker, and st;;;. ting nthere is :precis ely the same 

proof that they eye .was made for visionn~ He went further 

to show the difference between the human e'Je and that of a 

fish to show an intelligent maker who designs the eye according 

to the need. The working of the eye is examined to show its 

adaptability to need and its superiority over the telescope. 

Ealey b~sed proof of God on contrivance. He said, "It 

is onl~ by the display of contrivance t t the existence, 

the agency, the wisdom of the Deit~ could be testified 

••••••••••••••••• 

1. Ealey. Ne,tur111 Theology. lJ. 11 
2. Ibid. 11. 12 
3. Ibid. P• 13 
4. Ibid. P• 13 
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His rational creatures. This is the scale by which we 

~scend to all the knowledge of our Creator which we possess, 

so far as it depends upon the phenomena, or the works of 

natura.nl He naturally held that God could have done these 

things without contrivance, but ~rt is in the construction 

of instruments, in the choice and adaptation of means that 

a creative intelligence is seen.n2 Therefore God has seen 

fit to limit his own power and work within those limits. 

Ealey drew upon many other illustrations to bring 

forth the argument from design. The ear; the succession of 

plants and animals, in which the parent is not the contriver 

but is in ignoramce as to why that which is produced took 

its form; the !nechanic.al and immechanical parts and functions 

of animals and Y_egetables; the mechanical arrangment of the 

human frame; the muscles and vessels of animal bodies; the 

animal structure regarded as a mass; comparative anatomy 

and peculiar organizations of animals; relation and compens

ations to be found in animal frames; instincts, which he 

holds to be .~a propensity prior to experience, and independ

ent of instruction~, insects; plants; these show his div

ersity of illustration and his wide range of knowledge. 

However, he held that each illustration is sufficient to 

prove his point, independent of all the rest. "The proof 

••••••••••••• 

1. Paley. Natural Theology. p. 26 
2. Ibid. P• 26 
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is not a conclusion which lies at the end of a chain of 

reasoning, of which chain each instance of contrivance is 

only a link, and of which, if one link fail, the whole 

falls; but it is an argument separately supplied by every 

example. An error in stating an example affects only that 

example • • • • • • • • • • • the proof in each example is complete."1 

Thus his many examples are only to form cumulative evidence, 

each of which is a final argument in itself. 

In dealing with astronomy he confessed our inability 

to form conclusions but he held that the ~real subject of 

admiration is that we understand so much of astronomy as we 

do''. 2 However, we see enough to realize that there is an 

intellectual agency in three of its principle regulations; 

in choosing; in regulation, in determining. The sun is in 

the center furnishing the light and heat of the system, the 

geometrical axis of rotation which is steady and fixed, and 

the law of attraction furnish sourc~ of wonder and evidence. 

Contrivance, according to Paley, if established, proves 

everything which we wish to prove. Through it he attempted 

to set forth the personality of the Deity. "Now that which 

can contrive, which can design, must be a person."3 These 

capacities constitute personality because they imply con

sciousness and thought. They require a center from which 

volitions flow and in which perceptions un~te. which is 

............. 
1. Paley. Natural !heology. :p. 45 
2. Ibid. :P• 213 
3. Ibid. P• 230 
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mind. Anything which contains mind is a person. The universe 

or any part of it cannot be God, because its parts are all 

things, which is inert matter and include marks of contriv

ance. Whatever bears marks of contrivance naturally carries 

us to something beyond itself, to a designer prior to and 

out of itself. Nothing contrived can be eternal since the 

contriver must have existed before it. 

Wherever we see contrivance we see an intelligent 

author. Therefore, as we look to nature we see that it pro

ceeds from an intelligent creator. This is true because the 

works of nature in the properties of relation to a purpose 

and subserviency to a use, resemble what intelligence and 

design are constantly producing, and what nothing except 

intelligence and design ever produce at all.l The Deity in 

like manner cannot be described in terms of natural law, as 

law presupposes an agent and an intelligent power, without 

which as distinct from itself, law is nothin:;.2 This same 

thing hold true of meohanism,3 and second causes. ttThere 

may be lDt;i,:ny second causes, and many courses of second 

causes, one behind another, between what we observe of nature 

and the Deity; but there must be intelligence somewhere; 

there must be more in nature than what we see; and amongst 

the things unseen there must be an intelligent, designing 

1. 
2. 
4. 

:Paley. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 

••••••••••• 
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author". 1 

As natural attributes of the Deity he named omnipot-

ence, omnipresence, eternity, self-existence, necessary ex-

istence, and spirituality. These he stated as in keeping 

with design, all of which in relation to creation can be 

accepted. 2 The unity of the Deity he proved from the uniform

ity of the universe.3 

The proof of the goodness of the Deity rests upon two 

main propositions: "'that in a vast plurality of instances in 

which contrivance is perceived, the design of contrivance 

is beneficial", and "that the Deity has superadded pleasure 

to animal sensations beyond what was necessary for any other 

purpose, Ol' when the purpose, so far as it was necessary, 

might have been effected by the operation of pain.w4 He 

turned here to the animal world to prove that all the con

trivances of nature are designed for pleasure and not for 

misery, and all for beneficial purposes. In regard to the 

added pleasures he included the pleasure of taste and the 

capacity of our other senses to receive pleasurable sens

ations; amusements; property. These all as pleasures not 

necessary to our existence are proofs of the benevolence of 

the Creator. 

His treatment of the problem of evil is interesting. 

He held that "cases of apparent evil, for which we can 

••••••••••••• 

1. :Paley. Natural Theology. p. 235 
2. Ibid. PP• 246-9 
3. Ibid. P• 249 
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suggest no particular reason, are governed by reasons, which 

are more general, which lie deeper in the order of second 

causes, and which, on that account, are removed to a greater 

distance from us."1 As to pain he taught that they are 

seldom the object of contrivance, but if so they rest in 

ultimate good. It serves as a warning of needed attention, 

and sheds satisfaction over intervals of ease; mortal dis

eases reconcile us to death, and death, itself, shows the 

value of our affections r.ather than a development of self

ishness and apathy, In like manner civil evils, such as 

money and distinctions, work for the enjoyment and general 

well-being of the public. Chance, which he stated is un

certainty, works for the benefit of mankind in the physical 

and moral realms. Evil, however, is not to be confused •ith 

punishment, "for were there no evils in the world but what 

were punishments, properly and intelligibly such, benevol

ence would only stand in the way of justiae."2 Thus evil 

is not a result of wrongdoing, for if it were, there would 

be no remedy save alleviation by the one inflict!~ it. 

But, in a religious view, privation, disappointment, and 

satiety, are not without the most salutary tendencies. 3 

The result of this study is, according to Faley. 

"the change is no less than this: that whereas formerly God 

was seldom in our thoughts, we can now scarcely look upon 

l. 
2. 
3. 

Paley. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 

••••••••••••• 
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anything without perceiving its relation to Him. Bvery 

organized natural body, in the provisions which it contains 

for its sustentation and propagation, testifies a care on 

the part of the Creator, expressly directed to these purposes."l 

We live under such a Being and we feel our position secure. 

In His power we are assured on the resurrection of the dead. 

Upon the whole we have a wise and powerful Being upon whom 

to rely for the choice and appointment of means to further 

any plan which He, in His goodness and justice. forms. 

"~hat great office rests with Him: be it ours to hope and to 

prepare under a firm and settled persuasion that, living 

and dying, we are His; that life is passed in His constant 

presence, that death resigns us to His merciful disposal."2 

This work has stood the test of time, and is used with 

force today. His arguments are convincing, and well stated, 

and serve to not only refute the Deistic positions of his 

age, but to give assurance even now. In his book he re

solved his other works into a system, and it stands as his 

great contribution to the field of apologetics. Of the de

fenders of the othodo.x position, he and Butler stand out 

because of their clearness of insight into the problems and 

their fairness of treatment. Both resorted to nature for 

proof, and both produced defences designed to meet rational 

objections and sceptical thought. That both have survived 

••••••••••••• 

1. Paley. Natural Theology. P• 294 
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until this day is proof enough that their method, in spite 

of its defects, is, on the whole, sound and conclusive~ 

E. MINOR DEFEliDERS Oll' ORTHODOXY 

Because of the fact that their influence was confined 

to the period in which they wrote, or because they merely 

used the same arguments of the greater apologists, several 

may be classed as minor defenders of orthodoxy. In this 

group such writers as Charles Leslie, John Leland, John 

Oonybeare, Samuel Clarke, Sh,erlock and Sykes stand out as 

the leaders, while in the weaker class are Chandler, Norris, 

Browne, Swift, Newton, Henry Dodwell, Gilbert West, Lyttle

ton, Oswald,~Beattie, Jenyngs and others. There were many 

who engaged in the controversy, writing against the free

thiDAers and Deists, but who were, themselves, free-thinkers 

or Deists. In this group we find men like William Wollaston, 

James Foster, and others, In many of them the rational 

element was so mixed with the orthodox faith, that it is 

difficult to arrive at a true conception of their belief. 

Charles Leslie was brought into the field by Blount's 

works. He felt that it would require little effort to put 

down this Deistic movement, and accordingly he vvrote •A 

Short and Easy Method with the Deists•. He proposed four 

rules as a test for truth: that the matter of fact be such, 

as that man's outward senses, their epes and ears, may be 

judges of it; that it be done publicly, in the face of the 

world; that not only public monuments be kept up in honor 

of it, but some outward actions be performed; a.nd that 
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such monuments and such actions or observances be instituted 

and to commence from the time the matter of fact '>vas done.1 

The first two rules are supposed to make deception im,oss

ible at the time, the last two to make it impossible at 

subsequent times. These rules he applied to the ~osaic 

records and to the gospels. 

One other writer deserves prominence as a defender of 

orthodoxy, but inasmuch as he is treated more fully in a 

later chapter, he will only be mentioned here. That writer 

was William Law, one of the greatest divines of the period. 

He was an exponent of mysticism, and a deadly foe of unor

thodoxy. His outstanding controversial works were his Ban

gorian Tracts, his remarks on Mandeville, and his reply to 

Tindal. 

F. S u.MMA.RY 

These writers mark the beginning of a rational ortho

doxy. They began the method of a reasonable criticism of 

the Scriptures and a rational ground for faith. Although 

with the exception of Locke, Butler, .Paley and Law, they 

did not produce works which stand until this day, yet they 

did exert great permanent influence in their championing of 

orthodoxy against the assaults of the rationalists. They 

took account of the new appeal to reason, and provided a 

method for harmonising the two. It was largely due to their 

••••••••••••• 
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efforts that the controversies were brought to a close so 

early and that authority was not hopelessly undermined by 

rationalism. They also laid the foundation for modern 

theology. which seeks reconcili~tion between science. phil

osophy and religion. 

The century produced no great theologians. Olarke 

and Paley produced works which border on systematic theology 

but they properly belong within the field of Apologetics, 

inasmuch as their works were in defense of the Uhristian 

system. Butler ~nd Paley in particular, produced works 

that have exerted direct influence on thought since that 

time, but the others should receive their due share of credit 

in defending the orthodox position and retaining it as the 

dominant power in religious thought. 
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CHA..PTEE IV. 

WILLiaM LAW AND THE ?ROGRESS OF MYSTICISM 

The age into which Law came was marked by a lack of 

spiritual power within the church. The seventeenth century 

had been a period of distress for the English church. Arch

bishop Laud had emphasized afresh the spirit of Catholic re

form, but, supported as it was by the royal favor and author

ity, his movement was rather a triumph of external discipline 

than a renewal of the spirit of devotion. •There was not 

that inner sense of religion and personal consecration among 

churchmen which could give immediate and lasting vitality 

to the work of Laud. •l The great defect of his movement was 

that the church had been bound up in men's minds with the 

vicissitudes of one political party. Bound ur~~ as it was with 

the royal party, it seemed to oppose political freedom and 

personal liberty. Thus, in the revolution, the church 

suffered at the hands of the :Euritans. .Naturally the church 

took an active part in the overthrow of the commonwealth, 

and the restoration of the monarchy, -;vhich op.ce more def

initely linked it with the political party • 

••••••••••• 

1. Drake. Masters of the Spiritual Life. p. lZ6 
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The clergy for the most part were poorly trained. 

Intellectual interest and spiritual earnestness were at a 

low ebb in the life of the clergy. There was no inner 

spiritual life on the part of priest or people. and in 

spite of the few brilliant and devoted divines, as Berkeley. 

Wake~ Bingham and Butler. the large part of the church was 

spiritually dea4. 

In addition, religion was becoming an object of rid

icule and open scorn. Deism had appeared, and with it the 

philosophic conception of God, which was a contradiction 

of the Christian conception. The new discoveries in science 

were causing men to doubt the orthodox faith. The Deistic 

writers showed how the denial of the miraculous and super

natural element in Christianity had affected even the faith 

of professing churchmen. Bishop Butler threw interesting 

light upon the spirit of the age in his advertisement when 

he said, ~It is come, I know not how, to be taken for 

granted, by many persons, that Christianity is not so much 

as a subject of inquiry, but that it is now, at length, 

discovered to be fictitious.•1 Together with this spirit, 

the new era of rational inquiry and sense-experience phil

osophy helped to tear down the spiritual basis of religion, 

leaving it cold and formal, a body without a spirit. 

There were good men in the first of the eighteenth 

century who endeavored to raise the spirit of devotion within 

•••••••••••• 
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man, but these were unable to accompliSh what the1 desired. 

Bishop iiilson, vVa.tts, and Doddridge labored in the first 

half of the century. Towards the middle of the century the 

decay of the old school was becoming complete. Watts died 

in 1?48; Doddridge in 1?51; and Bishop Wilson in 1755. But 

another arose who was to seriously affect the lives of men 

of this time, including the Wesleys, with whom he later 

split. William Law, by his ~serious Call to a Devout and 

Holy Life"' did much to refute the spi:dt of the age, and 

bring once more to man the devout. holy life. 

A. LIFE OF WILLIAM LAW 

vlilliam Law was born in 1686 at the village of King's 

Cliff. His father was a tradesman of good standing, and his 

home was ~rked by a deep religious atmosphere. He was sent 

to Emmanuel College, Cambridge, where he obtained a sizar

ship in 1705. At the time of his~entry he formed several 

resolutions which show his deeply religious nature. Some of 
'I 

these vvere: "To fix it in my mind that I have one business 

upon my hands -- to seek for eternal happiness by doing 

the will of God. 

"To think nothing great or desirable because the world 

thinks it sa; but to form all my judgments of things from 

the infallible word of God and direct my life according to 

it. 

"That the grGatness of human nature consists in 

nothing else but in imitating the Divine nature. 

~To ~oid all excess in eating and drinking. 
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~To call to mind the presence of God whenever I find 

myself under any temptation to sin~ and to have immediate 

receurse to prayer. 

~To think often of the life of Christ, and to propose 

it as a pattern to myself. 

~To pray privately thrice a day, besides my morning and 

evening prayer~.1 

These rules show clearly his early mystical and de

votional trend. 

In 1711 Law was ordained a deacon and made a fellow in 

his college the same year. Upon the accession of a new 

dynasty, with George I., he felt that he could not conscient

iously take the oath of allegiance, and, rather than thus 

vio).ate his conscience, he forfeited his fellowship SJ1d all 

chance of preferment in the church. It is not certain where 

Law spent the next ten years. In 1717 his ~Three Letters to 

the Bishop of Bangor~ appeared in answer to the bishop's 

anti~Catholic views of the church, and these at once attracted 

great attention and established ~w as a strong High church

man. Six years later he published a scathing denunciation 

of Mandeville's ff]'able of the Bees~, another contribution of 

merit to his controversial writings. 

In 1727 Law became tuto:r to Edward Gibbon, the father 

of the historian. Much of his time was spent at the 

Gibbon's home in :Putney where he came in contact with 

••••••••••••• 
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several people of importance. Here he also met the twa 

ladies who were to became characters in his "Serious C~lltt 

and with wham he was to spend his last years. Miss Rester 

Gibbon and Mrs. Hutcheson. It was here that he wrote ttA 

Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life; adapted to the State 

and Condition of all orders of Christianstt, a work which 

was destined to bring him fame and by which he is best 

knaw.n today. 

The great turning p00nt of his life came in the year 

1734. when he first became acquainted with the works of the 

German mystic, Jacob Behmen. He was stirred to the very 

depths by this man's writings, and his later works are 

fill,e.d with the thoughts and influence of this wri tar. 

After the death of the elder Gibbon, Law returned to 

King's Cliffe where his brother George had a house. He was 

soon joined by Mrs. Hutcheson and Miss Rester Gibbon and 

the three lived together and tried to put into practice the 

precepts of the ttsariaus Calltt. The ladies were rich, and 

the th~ee united their incomes, living an one-tenth and 

giving·the ather nine-tenths away. Their charities were 

managed without discretion, and soon his town was noted 

for the vagrants who came seeking their alms. His life 

there was happy, being spent in study and writing. He died 

in 1761. 

B. LAY/'S CONTROVERSIAL WORKS 

Law is noted chiefly in his controversial writings for 

his "Three Letters to the Bishop of Bangor", his denunciation 
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of Mandeville, and his attack upon Matthew Tindal. These 

show him to be possessed of a remarkable ability at disput

ation, but fortunately his reputation is not dependent upon 

them. His userious Call~ and his mystical writings give 

him far greater fame than do the arguments in these con-

trove:rsies. 

In his repli as to Hoadly, La~ upheld the authority of 

the church which had come under fire. In these replies we 

see Law as a strong High churchman. In his first letter he 

showed Hoadly that he was undermining tne position of-the 

Church of England by his statement that only sincerity was 

needed. "Your .Lordship has cancelled all our obligations 

to any particular communion upon pretence of sincerity".l 

He went further to show that if sincerity were the way of 

salvation, then Deists and opponents of Christ would be in 

favor with God just as much as a sincere follower of Christ. 

He proceeded to strenuously uphold the Historic Episcopate, 

on the grounds that it is necessary in order for ordination 

and sacraments. He said, 8 If there be no uninterrupted 

succession, then there are no authorized ministers from 

Christ; if no such ministers, then no Christian sacraments; 

if no Christian sacraments, then no Christian covenant, 

whereof the sacraments are the stated visible seals.v2 

••••••••••••• 

1. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. 
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2. Ibid. vol. i, P• 9 
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His next treatment is of authority. which he claimed must 

be upheld within the church. Hoadly had denied all auth

ority. ~Your Lordship fights safe under the protection of 

the word absolute; but your aim is at all church power.~ 
He pressed an analogy between the church authority and the 

authority of a temporal state in an effort to show the nec

essity for authority. 

In this first letter Law gave his ideas on prayer, in 

answer to Hoadly's statement that prayer was ~a calm and un

disturbed address to God.~ ~?rayer,n according to Law, 

~chiefly consisteth of confession and petition•••••••••••• 

MY Lord (referring to Hoadly's definition) this plainly 

supposes there is no such thing as the right use of our 

passions.n2 We are to use our passions in prayer, in fervor 

and warmth. 

The other two ~etters are a repetition of his support 

of the church and its authority against the assaults of the 

bishop. In these letters he showed himself a staunch 

churchman and an able defender against the assaults of 

those who would undermine its power. 

His denunciation of Mandeville's "Fable of the Beesn is 

another able work. Stephen said that it is perhaps the 

~blest of the attacks on Mandeville.3 In the beginning of 

this defense, Law stated that he hopes he ttneed make no 

•••••••••••••• 
1. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. vol. 

i. P• 14 
2. Ibid. vol. i, p. 19 
3. Stephen, English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 

vol. ii, P• 42 
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~pology for presuming to offer a word or two on the side 

of virtue and religion".1 He assaulted some of Mandeville's 

paradoxes in this work. He pointed out that "an action is 

virtuous because it is an obedience to reason and to the 

l~ws of God". 2· This v~ork deals constructively with morality 

and forms an able refu,tation of :Mandeville's thesis that 

private vices are public benefits. 

Law's answer to Tindal is in this same, clear cut, def

inite way. He opposed st~ongly- Tindal's assumptions that the 

fitness of things must be the sole rule of God's actions. 

because "the rule by which He acts must in many instances 

be entirely inconceiv~ble by us, eo as not to be known at 

all, and in no instances fully known or entirely compre

hended."3 Ourreason is insufficient to guide us, "For reason, 

by consulting the nature and fitness of things, can no more 

tell us what the guilt of sin is, what hurt it does us, how 

far it enters into, or alters our very nature, what con-

trariety to and separation from God it necessarily brings 

upon us, or what supernatural means are, or are not, nec

essary to abolish it; our reason can no more tell us this 

than our senses can tell us what is the inward and what is 

the outward light of angels."4 He pressed his case against 

reason in the endeavor to show that reason is an insufficient 

guide, and that God is above reason. He further stated that 

••••••••••• 

1. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. vol. 
fi' p. 3 

2. Ibid. vol. ii, P• 21 
3. Ibid. VOl. ii, P• 63 
4. Ibid. vol. ii, P• 73 
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~all •••• that is weak in our passions, is the weakness and 

folly of our reason; all the inconstancy and caprice of our 

humors and tampers is the caprice and inconstancy of our 

raaeon.nl Revelation, Law held to be supplementary to 

reason, or natural religion, as in the case of salvation, 

""and all that revelation adds to natural religion, on the 

point of human/ sacrifice, is only this; the knowledge of 

one that gives merit, effect, and sanctification to all 

the rast."2 Law's argument is based upon Gad's power and 

our inability to discern fully the purposes and actions of 

God, and in proving this he naturally berated the power of 

reason to fully fathom the mysteries of salvation and happ

iness. This attack of Tindal seems to have attracted little 

attention at the time, but it stands as one of the most 

vigorous and cutting refutations that ware advanced in the 

Deistic controversy. 

0. THE "SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY LIFE". 

The work by which La.w is bast remembered is the one 

composed while at Putney, entitled "A Serious Call to a 

Devout and Holy Life Adapted to the State and Condition of 

All Orders of Christians". It is a book of devotion, de

signed to meet the lack of spirituality within the church, 

and is, as its name implies, a call to people to a life of 

devotion. It is a call from the life of the world to the 

•••••••••••••• 

1. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law. val. ii, 
Pi• 130-l_ 

2. Ibid. val. ii, p. 76 

'· 
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life of the spirit, and it constantly contrasts the life of 

devotion with the material. 

The work is divided into twenty-four chapters which 

may be grouped as follows: chapters one to four with the 

inner Christian life of devotion; chapters five through 

eight with the use of wealth in a life of devotion; chapters 

nine through thirteen with the happiness and peace which re

sults from a life of devotion; c~p\ers fourteen through 

twenty-three with the prayer life, showing the ~tated 

times of prayer vdth the subject of each. The conclusion 

is a statement of the excellency and greatness of a devout 

spirit. 

In the first division he described the devout man thus: 

~e therefore is the devout man who lives no longer to his 

own will. or the way and spirit of the world. but to the 

sole will of God, who considers God in everything, who serves 

God in everything, who makes all the parts of his common 

life parts of piety by doing everything in the name of God 

and under such rules as are conformable to His glory.nl 

Thus devotion is to permeate our entire life; all the 

affairs of life are to be based upon the will of God. He 

next attempted to find why the generality of Christians fall 

so far short of the holiness and devotion of C~ristianity. 

This he answered by the statement that they do not intend 

to please God and thus they fall into vice. "Through the 

............. , 
1. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. 

vol. iv, p. 7 
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want of a sincere intention of pleasing God in all our 

actions we fall into suop irregularities of life as by the 

ordinary means of grace we should have the power to avoid".1 

This must not only be the endeavor of the clergyman, but 

of every trade or profession, and this intent must permeate 

our whale life. ~If therefore we desire to live unto God, 

it is necessary to bring our whole life under this law, to 

make his glory the sole rule and measure of our acting in 

every employment of life. For there is no other true devotion, 

but this of living devoted to God in the common business of 

our lives. "2. 

As to wealth, fortunes are to be used in the service 

of God. This is necessary because our cormnon life is of the 

same nature as our common way of spending our estate; be

cause of the ability to do great good with it; and because 

if we waste it then we corrupt ourselves. It is in this 

discussion of the use of money that he introduced the two 

characters Flavia and Miranda; the former not using her es

tate for charity and helpfulness and the latter using hers 

wisely and piously. 

In the next section he argued that living this devoted 

life does not imply restraint, but renders the life "full of 

content and strong satisfactions''. 3 To the lack of religion 

he ascribed ''all the miseries, vexations, and complaints 

••••••••••• 

1. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. 
vol. iv, p. 20 

2. Ibid. vol. iv, p. 37 
3. Ibi~. Vol. iv, P• 93 
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thatare in the world •••••••• baing caused by those absurd 

passions which religion teaches us to deny~~ 1 He .contrasted 

thy joys of a godly life.with the life of poor enjoyments 

which are found in a gratification of selfish humors, and 

draws upon several characters to show the miseries, wants. 

and emptiness of a life of vanity or sensuality. 

In the final section dealing with prayer, he established 

five times for prayer; early in the morning, contrasting 

the dullness of sleep vd th the refreshing nature of devotions; 

nine o' Q_lock in the morning, which is the Biblical third 

hour; twelve o'clock in the day; three o'clock in the after

noon; and six o'clock in the afternoon. The choice of these 

hours he based both upon Scripture and upon the need for 

frequency in prayer• 

~Prayer is", according to Law, ~the nearest approach 

to God, and the highest enjoyment of Him, that we are capable 

of in this life.~2 

It is also "the noblest exercise of the soul, the most 

exalted use of our best faculties, and the highest imitation 

of the blessed inhabitants of heaven."3 In these statements 

Law showed the mystical trend of his thoughts which is 

later to burst forth in the mystical treatises. 

Humility is to be the subject of prayer for the nine 

o'clock devotions because ~an humble state of soul is the 

............... 
1. Law. The Works of the Eeverend William Law, M.A. 

vol. iv, p. 97 
2. Ibid. vol. iv, p. 128 
3. Ibid. vol. iv, P• 129 
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very state of religion, because humility is the life and 

soul of piety, the foundation and support of every virture 

and good work, the beat guard and security of all holy aff

ections.nl Law saw in education danger to the development 

of this humility, because education for the boys is based 

upon pride and envy, while for the girls it tends to develop 

vanity and lightness. "You teach your child to scorn to 

be outdone,n- he stated. nto thirst for distinction and app

lause; and is it any wonder that · continues to act all 

his life in the same manner?n2 Education is vital but it 

must be directed in the right channels in order to develope 

humility in the child, rather than pride or vanity. 

Universal love and intercession as an expression of 

this love is the subject of the twelve o'clock devotion. 

He endeavored to prove this to be necessary on the argument 

that ~the first followers of Christ seem to support all their 

love and to maintain all their intercourse and correspond

ence by mutual prayers for one another. n-
5 

In the discussion of the three· o'clock devotion he 

gave one of his basic mystical principles, the resignation 

:t:o i vine pleasure. •:At this hour of the afternoon you are 

desired to consider the necessity of resignation and con

formity to the will of God, and to make this great virtue 

the principal matter of your prayers. There is nothing 

••••••••••••• 

1. Law. The Works of the Reverend Willram Law, M.A. 
val. iv, P• 165 

2. Ibid. vol. iv, p. 185 
3. Ibid. vol. iv, p.226 
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wise, or holy, or just, but the great will of God ••••••••• 

It is conformity to this will that gives virtue and perfection 

to the highest services of angels in heaven; and it is conformity 

to this will that makes_ the ordinary actions of men on earth 

become an ace eptable service unto God. tt 1 Li~ewise ''the whole 

nature of virtue consists in conforming and the whole nature 

of vice in declining from the will of God. "2 Thus in ever'l{ 

state or condition we axe to humbly resign ourselves to the 

higher will of God, and accept whatever He sends to us. 

Evening prayer is to be one of self examination and con-

fession of sin. This is founded upon the necessity of fe

pentance. »There seems to be the greatest necessity", he 

said, "that all our daily actions be constantly observed and 

brought to account, lest by a negligence we load ourselves 

with the guilt of unrepented sins • ..z A general confession 

will not suffice to impress upon us the horror of our sins; 

only a confession of our particular sins will impress us in 

this way. His view of sin is interesting. UFor all sins, 

whether of sensuality, pride, or falseness, or any other 

irregular passion, are nothing else by the filth and impure 

diseases of the rational soul. And all righteousness is 

nothing else but the purity, the decency, the beauty and 

perfection of that spirit, which is made in the image of 

n4 God. The horror of sin is to ha seen in the greatness 

• •••••••••••••• 

l. Law. The Vlorks of the Reverend William Law, M.A. 
vol. iv, p. 226 

2. Ibid. val. iv, P• 241 
3. Ibid. val. iv, P• 252 
4. Ibid. val. iv, P• 258 
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of the atonement provided for it. He concluded this chapter 

with the injunction that naturally one more time of prayer 

is to be added, just before going to bed. This is to be on 

the subject of death and its imminence, and is to be a com

plete resignation to the will of God. 

In concluding this treatise he summed up the excellency 

and greatness of a devout spirit. ~Great devotion is the 

noblest temper of the greatest and noblest souls~, for 

"if God is wisdom, surely he must be the wisest man in the 

world who most conforms to the wisdom of God, who best obeys 

His providence, who enters furthest into His designs, and 

does all he can that God's will may be done on earth as it 

is done in heaven.~2 Thus there is nothing which shows 

genius and greatness of mind as great devotion. ~There is 

nothing wise or great or noble in the human spirit but 

rightly to know and heartily worship and adore the great 

God that is the support and life of all spirits whether in 

heaven or on earth."3 

We have studied closely this work because it is properly 

considered as the greatest work of this writer. In it he 

shows his mystical nature and his own true devotion to God. 

It is a call from the shallowness and lack of true devotion 

as found in the church to a life of true devoutness and 

reliance upon God as the sole giver of all things, and as 

••••••••••••• 

1. Law. The Works of the Reverend Willian Law, M. A. 
vol. iv, p. 264 

2. Ibid. vol. iv, p. 271 
3. Ibid. vol. iv, p. 272 
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the ruler to whom we owe our Whole devotion. This work is 

considered by many as equal to that great devotional book 

of 2homas a Kempis, ~The Imitation of OhristK, and although 

it is not read as widelY, is a remarkable work of true 

Christian holiness of life. 

D. LA.W' S MYSTICAL ViRITINGS 

The increasing interest in mysticism has caused the 

study and interest in William Law ap-art from his "Serious 

Call~. Coming as the instigator of a new mystical movement 

in England, Law largely revived the mysticism of Jacob Behmen, 

a German mystic, whose writings had come to his notice while 

at Putney in the Gibbon home. •The parts of B6hme (Behmen) 

which attracted him most were the polemic against forensic 

doctrines of the atonement; the perpetual insistence that 

God is lave, and that wrath is foreign to Ris nature, the 

doctrine of the unia mystioa brought, as with st. raul. 

into closest connection with Christology; and the analogy 

between the visible and invisible world, the sacramental 

view of life. ttl 

Three treatises stand out in his mystical writings as 

expressing his views: ''The Spirit of Prayer•; "The Spirit 

of Love•; and •The Way to Divine Knowledge•. The first of 

these is an answer to Deism, and naturally is a little dis

appointing, but all three express the deep convictions that 

were Law's. 

• ••••••••••• 

1. Inge. Studies of English Mystics. P• 144 
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In the ~spirit of Prayer" Law entered into a discussion 

of man's original righteousness and fall. Man's whole pur

pose in the world is for the future. ~n has an eternity 

within him, is born into this world, not for the sake of 

living here, not for any thing this world can give him, 

but only to have time and place, to become .either an eternal 

partaker of a Divine life with God, or to have a hellish 

eternity among fallen angels. ttl. nwe are all of us by birth, n 

he stated, ~the offspring of Gad more nearly related to Him 

than we are to one another; for in Him we live and move, 

and have our being.~2 But through Adam the fall has come 

to mankind, but this was not the result of wrath on the part 

of God. "The goodness of God 1breaking forth into a desire 

to communicate good, was the cause and the beginning of the 
-

creation. Renee it follows that.to all eternity God can have 

no thought or intent towards His creature but to communicate 

good; because He made the creature for this sole end, to re-

ceive good•••••••••••••••• But to return and consider further .. 
the nature of Adam's fall, we have seen that it consisted 

of no arbitrary punishment inflicted on him by a wrath raised 

in God, but was only such a state of misery as his own action 

necessarily brought npon him."5 Therefore arose the necess

ity of a new birth. "It is because our soul has fallen, is 

quite dead to, and separate from the kingdom of heaven, by 

••••••••••••• 

1. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. 
vol. vii,. P• 3 

2. Ibid. vol. vii, P• 4 
5. Ibid. vol. Vii, PP• 17-18 
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having lost the light and spirit of God in itself; and 

therefore it is, and must be incapable of entering into 

heaven till by this new birth the soul gets again its first 

heavenly nature.~ •This new birth is not a part but the 

whole of our salvation, and everything in religion is for 

the sake of it. This salvation consists in "the manifest-

ation of the nature, life and spirit of Jesus Christ, in 

our inward new man."2 This is to be found within us. Christ 

is always in us, knocking at our he&rt's door and seeking 

entrance. Law appealed to the sinner to •turn to thy heart, 

and tby heart will find its saviour, its God within itself."3 

So it is that God in His goodness has provided salvation 

for man within his heart. ~e (man) has a spark of the 

light and spirit of God, as a supernatural gift of God 

given into the birth of his soul, to bring forth by degrees 

a new birth of that life which was lost in paradise."4 

Law laid down two rules as a ground for faith: "First, 

that through all the whole nature of things nothing can do. 

or be a real good to thy soul but the operation of God 

upon it. Secondly, that all the dispensations of God to 

mankind, from the fall of Adam, to the preaching of the 

gospel were only for this one end, to fit, prepare, and 

dispose the soul for the operation of the spirit of God 

'• ......... . 
1. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. 

vol. vii, pp. 17-18 
2. Ibid. val. vii, p. 24 
3. Ibid. val. Vii, P• 28 
4. Ibid. val. vii, P• 31 
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upon it.~ He argued further into the fact that there is 

only one salvation for the soul, and that uis the life 

of God in the sou1".2 God had only one intent toward man

kind, and that was to generate and introduce His own light, 

life, and spirit in them that they might be fit temples, 

images, and habitations of the Holy Trinit~. WWhen the 

first spark of a esire after God arises in thy soul, cher

ish it with all t~ care, give all they heart unto it, it 

is nothing less than a touch of the divine loadstone that 

is to draw thee out of the vanity of time into the riches 

of eternity".z Tbis is to be followed as the wise men 

followed the star, for it will lead to the birth of Jesus 

in the soul. 

Thus we see his position in regard to man's fallen 

state and God's benevolence aDd goodness to mankind. The 

salvation is linked up with the indwelling of God within 

the sJul. The influence of Behnlen is seen in this work 

quite largely, and indeed Law closed his introduction with 

a lengthy quotation from him. The rest of the treatise 

consists of a dialogue further enlarging these points. 

"2he Way to Divine Knowledge" is also a series of 

4.ialogU.es, explained as "Preparatory to a new edition of 

the works of Jacob Behmen; and the right use of them." 

•••••••••••• 

l. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. 
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2. Ibid. vol. vii, P• 45 
3. Ibid.. vol. vii, P• 47 
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He opened with the statement of Humanus, a newly converted 

Christian, that he desired further knowledge of Divine phil

osophy. i'heophilus answered, "Your business is now to give 

way to this heavenly working of the spirit of God in your 

soul, and turn from everything either within you or without 

you that may hinder the further ~wakening of all that is 

ho1y and heavenly within you. For within you is that heavenly 

angel that died in paradise, and died no other death than 

that of being hid a while from your sight and sensibility. 

For be assured of this as a certain truth, that, corrupt. 

fallen, and earthly as human nature is, there is neverthe

less in the soul of every man, the fire, and light, and love 

of God, though lodged in a state of hiddanness, inactivity, 

and death, till something or other, human or divine, MOses 

and the prophets, Christ or His apostles discover its life 

within us."1 

But there are dangers which would keep us from attaining 

this state. ~ok well to the ground on which you stand, 

keep a watchful eye upon every working of nature, and take 

care that nothing human, earthly, private or selfish mix 

with this heavenly fire.tt2 ~he greatest danger is reason," 

and in this we see an attack upon the Deist posi ti'on. "Your 

own reason, born and bred and governed by your own flesh 

and blood is the most powerful enemy of religion that you 

have to do with, and whom you have the most to fear from. "3 

••••••••••• 
1. Law. The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. val. 

Vii, P• 149 
2. Ibid. vol. Vll, P• 149 
3. Ibid. vol. vii, P• 231 



How are we to be certain that is is the spirit and 

love of God which is impelling us? He gave this statement 

in answer: naere now you have the test for truth by which 

you may always know whether it be the spirit of God and the 

love of God that drives you. If your zeal is after this 

pure, free universal goodness of God, then of a truth the 

spirit of God breatheth in you; but if you feel not the 

love of this pure, free, universal goodness, and yet think 

that you love God, you deceive yourself; for there is no 

other true love of God, but the loving that, which God is • .! 

The Scriptures help in attaining this knowledge. •As 

I have but one end in hearing the scriptures re<-d to me, to 

fill me with the love of God, and every kind of goodness; so 

every part of scripture, whether plain or mysterious, does 

me the same good, is alike good to me, and kindles the same 

heavenly flame in my soul.~ Whether or not he was refuting 

the Deistic criticism of the Scriptures is not plain, but 

here he gave his belief in the whole of the Scriptures and 

their part in the development of a true Christian. 

~The Spirit of Love~ is another treatise dwelling 

mainly on the divine indwelling. Love is the chief attrib

ute of God, and it is through love that He brings to us sal

vation. The one will and work of God is to communicate His 

love, goodness and happiness in man.5 

•••••••••••• 
1. Law. The Works of the Reverend Willian Law, M.A. val. 

vii, p. 150 
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3. Law. Liberal and MYstical Writings. P• 29 



Law attempted to show here the difference between a 

good and a bad man on the basis that wthe one concurs with 

the living, inspiring spirit of God within him, and the 

other resists it and is, and can be only, chargeable with 

evil because he resists it. Therefore, whether you consider 

that Which is good or bad in a man, they equally prove the 

perpetual indwelling and operation of the spirit of God 

within us, since we can only be bad by resisting, as we are 

good by yielding to, the spirit of God; both which equally 

suppose a perpetual operation of the spirit of God within 

us. ,,1 Here again he gave the mystical thought of the div

ine operations of God within man. 

The difference between God and nature he explained by 

saying that ttGod is an universal all; and nature, or desire, 

is an universal want, viz. to be filled with God. n2. God is 

omnipotent Love that can do nothing but works of love; nature 

and creature are as a patient under a doctor's care who de

sires only the full recovery of the patient. All things are 

therefore for the good of the patient because love is the 

doer of both. 3 ttLove is the Christ of God; wherever it 

comes, it comes as the blessing and happiness of every nat

ural life, as the rest.orer of every lost perfection, a re

deemer of all evil, a fulfiller of all righteousness, and a 

peace of God which passeth all understanding. ~ All unrest 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Law. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid • 

•••••••••••• 
Liberal and Mystical Writings. 

P• 31 
p. 31 
. P• 36 

P• 30 
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and dissatisfaction in the world comes through a lack of 

being governed by love. ~If you ask why the spirit of love 

O$nnot be displeased. cannot be disappointed, cannot aompl~in, 

. accuse, resent, or murmur, it is because divine love desires 

nothing but itself; it is its own good, it has all when it 

has itself, because nothing is good but itself and its own 

working; for love is God; and'he that dwelleth in love, dwell

eth in God'".1 The opposite of this, covetousness, envy, 

pride, and wrath, are the four elements of self, or nature, 

or hell and are inse~able from it. The one way of dying 

to this self is ~the way of patience, meekness. humility, 

and resignation to God."2 "For whilst you shut up yourself 

in patience, meekness, humility, and resignation to God, you 

are in the very arms of Ghrist, your whole heart is His 

dwelling place, and He lives and works in you."3 

Thus in the study of these three writings we can see 

the heart of Law's mystical self. A belief in the love of 

God and His indwelling presence through Christ in the heart 

of the believer pervades his whole teaching. Wrath has no 

place in the divine nature. for God is love. Evil and pun

ishment are a result of man's own nature, and God has pro

vided, in His love, a way of escape. Vihatever Behmen's in

fluence, Law departed from it in order to give life and 

warmth to his teachings. Inge gave as the defeats in 

1. 
2. 
5. 

Law. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 

••••••••••••• 
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Law's later writings his adoption of some of the more fan

tastic theories of Behmen and his extreme anti -intellect

ualism.l But Inge added this tribute, "A study of the 

'Serious Call', 'The Spirit of Love'•••••••••• will not make 

the reader a better Catholic or a better Protestant, but 

they cannot fail to make him a better Christian.•2 

E. SUMMA.RY 

Throughout William Law's writings we see the reaction 

against the rationalism of the day. Law stressed two things: 

man's duty to live wholly to God, and God's eternal love and 

presence within man. In the face of a belief in a transcend

ent God. Law upheld the immanence of the Deity; in contrast 

with the cold utilitarian view of morality, he showed the 

spiritual necessity and duty of virtue. He expounded a mys

tical interpretation of man in his relationship with God, and 

called men to desert the cold indifference of the day. and to 

come into a close and natural union with God. 

Law's importance at this period is that he is not ashamed 

to be an •enthusiast•, but is willing to face the scepticism 

and rationalism of the day and give a devout, mystical tone 

to religious experience. As a devotional writer he will be 

long remembered by his •serious Call" which continues to 

live and influence the thinking of men. But he stands out, 

too, as one of the foremost mystical divines, and will be 

•••••••••• 
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more closely studied in this respect as the interest in 

mysticism grows. His works found twofold importance in 

furthering evangelism and in aiding the progress of the High 

Chu~ch party in the Established Church. 
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OH.A.PTEE IV. 

THE EVAliGELIOAL REVIVAL 

Along with the turbulence of the period, with its rad

ical theories and attempts at overthrow, there grew up a 

movement to preserve the evangelical faith. William Law. 

though himself most decidedly not a conscious member of the 

Evangelical Revival, played a large~t in originating the 

movement by stuting the necessity of an appeal that would 

stir men's hearts and make them glow. Such appeals were his 

"Serious Call" and "Christian Perfection". Aside from this• 

however, Law took no part in the movement; he is described 

more as a precursor than a leader in the Revival. ~he be

ginning of this movement rested upon three men as leaders; 

John Wesley, George Whitefield, and Charles Wesley. Theirs 

was the task of organizing the work and carrying it forward 

to its success. 

A. METHODISM 

John Wesley was born in Epworth in 1703, and was the son 

of the Reverend Samuel Wesley, a clergyman in the Established 

Church, and of Susanna Annesley, the daughter of a diss

enting clergyman. From his parents he received the desire 

for learning and the methodical order which later marked 

his work. In 1720 he entered Oxford University, and 
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shortly ~fter his graduation was made fellow in Lincoln 

College, Oxford. In 1727 he received his master's degree 

and returned to Epworth to become his father's curate. 

Two years later he returned to Oxford as lecturer, and pre

siding officer over the debates. 

On his return to Oxford he found a small group of men 

formed by his brother Charles, whose purpose was for mutual 

improvement of mind and soul of its members. They placed 

themselves under the leadership of John, who was older and 

at the same time an ordained clergyman. They met at stated 

times for prayer and study and began to win the derision of 

the other students, who gave them such nicknames as n·The 

Holy Clubnc, the ncGodly Club'', the "Reforme:rsnc, and finally. 

the one which became their name, the ncMethodistsn. 

Soon after this he was offered the place of chaplain 

for the colony in Georgia by General Oglethorpe, and, acc

ompanied by his brother Charles, he undertook this mission. 

He was a complet.e failure in this venture, but one important 

result of this trip was his aaqU4intanceship with the MoTav

ians. His conversion took place at one of their meetings in 

Aldersgate Street, May 24, 1738, by his account.l He was 

greatly influenced by :eeter Bohler, a Moravie,n. Following this 

he went to Herrnhut in Germa1zy for association with the Moravians 

•••••••••••• 
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for awhile, but always remained in the Established Church. 

Whitefield, in the meantime, had begun preaching in 

open-air meetings, having been refused the right to preach 

in the churches. Wesley did not greatly favor such preaching, 

but on his return accepted an invitation from \~hitefield to 

come to Bristol and preach to the miners. 1 He immediately 

became converted to field preaching, afterwards writing 

the words, "I look upon all the world as my -parishn. 2 As 

a result of the work of these men the Methodist cause pros

pered, and the first Methodist Church was planned and built 

at Bristol. Before this was completed, however, Wesley 

secured an old cannon foundry near Moorfields, and remodeled 

it into a large plant. Charles Wesley, John Wasley, George 

Whitefield and several others were preaching almost incessantly 

during the week, and several times on Sunday. 

His diaries give a full account of his activities. Con

stantly he referred to the various places he preached and 

the results he obtained. The foundry seemed to have been 

his general headquarters, and here he built up a very active 

society. Everywhere he went he was attended by large and 

attentive congregations, to whom he preached and with whom 

he prayed. Testimony and praise were vital parts of his 

work. He even examined the ministers, as he wrote, nwe 

had a little conference with about thirty pre&chers. I 

particularly inquired concerning their grace, and gifts, 

••••••••••• 

1. Wesley. The Journal of the Reverend John Wesley. vol. 
i, P• 184 

2. Ibid. vol. i, p. 201 
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and fruit; and found reason to doubt of one only.~ He 

laid great stress upon the intervention of God and the power 

of prayer in his work. In his diary he said, "I preached 

at Ferry in my way, and in Epworth market place about seven. 

The rain began just as I began speaking; but God heard the 

prayer and it was stayed.n2 On the whole his work was stren

uous and attended with great results. 

Wesley was a strong believer in Christian Ferfection. 

Sanctification was one of his main tenets. In telling of 

those who had +eached this state he cited the increase in 

numbers of those reaching this stage in the years 1759-62. 

He says, n-rn the years 1759, 176.0, 1761, 1762, their numbers 

multiplied exceedingly, not only in London and Bristol, but 

in various parts of Ireland as well as England. Not trusting 

to the testimony of others, I carefully examined most of 

these myself; and in London alone I found six hundred and 

fifty two members of our society who were exceeding clear 

in their experience, and of whose testimony I could see no 

reason to doubt.n-3 Throughout his works he showed confidence 

that the kingdom of God was· coming and that even the evil 

of Deism was simply making the Christians more ready and 

tested to receive real Christianity.4 

Doctrinal differences arose between Wesley and White

field. Wesley was a strong advocate of free grace and looked 

••••••••• 
1. Wesley. The Journal of the Reverend John Wesley. vol. 

ii • P• 19'? 
2. Ibid. vol. ii, p. 387 
3. Wesley. The Works of the Reverend John Wesley. Sermons. 

val. ii, P• 223 
4. Ibid. vol. ii, p. 362 
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with distrust upon Ca.lvinif?m, while Whitefield was a staunch 

Calvinist, holding the doctrine of election, with salvation 

of the elect only, and damnation of the non-elect. Wesley, 

holding to the doctrine of universal salvation, differed 

sharply with him, which resulted in a split between the 

workers, but fortunately not in a destruction of friendship 

between them. This resulted in the Calvinistic controversy 

in which Lady Huntingdon, a wealthy countess, and Toplady 

upheld the Calvinistic side, while John Fletcher of Madeley 

supported Wesley in the Arminian. Fletcher was a man of 

singular beauty of spirit and was regarded by Wesley as the 

one to succeed himself, but the older man outlived his 

chosen successor. The result of this controversy was to div

ide the Methodists into two groups. the Calvinistic Method

ists and the Wesleyan Methodists. 

Wesley made what was regarded by many as a mistake when 

he appointed Dr. Coke as a Superintendent. because of its 

practical equivalency to ordination, which made Wesley 

appear to usurp the authority of a bishop. Dr. Coke was a 

valuable help in the work, and was strongly missionary in 

sentiment. He made eighteen trips across the Atlantic and 

was said to have been the practical founder of the Wesleyan 

missions. There were other lesser luminaries of the Meth

odist movement, such as Dr. Adam Clarke. Thomas Walsh, Mr. 

l?erronet, Sir John Thorold, Thomas Olivera, and others, 

but these cannot be mentioned in such a short space. 

The leaders had no intention of founding a separate 

body from the Established Church, but as the movement 
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progressed, it naturally drifted into ~ self-existent org

anization. It was too radically different from the regular 

organization of the Established Church t04remain within it, 

with ita banda, its class meetings, its testimony, and its 

field preaching. Both of the Wesleys remained members of 

the Established Church until their deaths. Charles Wesley 

being buried in the parish churchyard of which he was a 

member. 

Besides the zeal and warmth in personal religion 

fostered by the Methodists, three other important contrib

utions fGllowed this phase of the Evangelical revival. These 

were: the development of a new hymnology and litera~re; the 

new emphasis on field preaching to the common man; and the 

growth of a Methodist Church with its unique organization. 

Charles Wesley was largely responsible for the new type of 

hymns, ·,,·hich were filled with sweetness and warmth in con

trasts to the older doggerel form, and others, as Watts, 

Doddridge, Toplaey, apd Olivera, contributed to, the collect

ion. Trre writings of Vlesley and the Sermons of Whitefield, 

together with the controversial wri tinge of Top lady and 

Fletcher form the literature of the movement. 

The organization of the Wesleyan Methodist groups was 

unique in its elaborate swstem of societies. The class 

meeting, which was originally formed to secure finances 

for a church at Bristol, the Love Feast, Watch Nights, 

Quarterly tickets, Band Meetings, the arragement of the 

societies in circuits, and the conferences, together with 
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the legal hundred appointed by Wesley as the trustees of 

the churches. form the unique elements in Methodism. many 

of which exist till now. 

B. THE EVAl'lGELICALS 

The hvangelicals, altho~gh often confused with the 

Methodists, were really separate from them. but tended to

ward the same evangelizing direction. Their differences 

in doctrine were mainly with the system of Wesley. The Ev

angelicals naturally opposed his Christian Perfection and 

his au.tti-... Jalvinism. as they were moderate Calvinists. Their 

work was not with the lower c:nd lower-middle classes as was 

that of the Methodist~ but with the upper and upper-middle 

classes. The main distinguishing mark of the Methodists 

was the organization of the groups into societies. How

ever, in spite of these differences, there was marked sim

ilarity in work and in the felt need for a warm evangeliz-
1 ation within the church. 

Several men stand out as prominent Evangelical clergymen, 

none of whom were connected with the Methodist movement. 

James HerveJ, William Grimshaw of Haworth, John Berridge of 

:averton, vUllian Romaine, Henry Venn, Thomas Scott, :Richard 

Cecil, Joseph Milner, Isat:,:C Milner, Samuel Walker of ·Truro• 

Thomas Adam of Winteringham, Thomas Robinson of Leicester, 

and William Richardson of York are the natural leaders of 

1. Overton. 
Century. 

•••••••••• 

The Evangelical Revival in the Eighteenth 
PP• 44-59 
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of this group. ~ecause of the number of them, it will be 

necessary to treat each one briefly, but in them we will 

find the trend of the movement. 

James Hervey (1714-1758) was an ~~angelical of first 

rank. He was content to work within his own parish, and was 

a moderate Calvinist. His writings were very popular with 

the Evangelicals. He was a pupil of Wesley at college, and 

was always regarded with friendly interest by him. His 

most prominent book was "Theron and Aspasio" which was an 

exposition of Calvinism. His devotional work was entitled, 

"Meditations among the Tombs", and seems to have found much 

popularity among the people of that day.l 

William Grimshaw (1708-1763) was a parochial clergy~n 

in a wild and desolate region, It is said that while the 

hymn was being sung before the~rmon he would go out with a 

horsewhip and drive in the loiterers of the village to the 

church. Many other ways were used by him to determine the 

spiritual condition of his parishioners, and the people 

greatly feared him. However, he was a devout man and sin

cerely worked for the bettering of his people. He was one 

of the few parochial ministers who sympathized with John 

Wesley, even building a Methodist Church within his parish 

and engaging in some itinerate work himself, preaching 

daily. Like Hervey, he was a moderate Calvinist.2 

John Berridge (1716-1793) resembled Grimshaw to a 

•••••••••• 
1. Overton. The Evangelical Revival in the Eighteenth 

Century. PP• 44-59 
2. Ibid. PP• 60-62 
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great extant. He was a man of considerable culture, being 

a fellow of Clare Hall, Cambridge. He was greatly in sym

pathy with the Methodist movement, but continued as min

ister at Everton. He did considerable itinerate work in 

the community against the opposition of the curates whose 

territory he invaded. His literary works, dealing with the 

Calvinistic controversy, are of little value and influence.1 

William Romaine (1714-1795) was a more orderly type 

of Evangelical leader than the three just mentioned. He 

was of French extraction, his father having been a Freanch 

Protestant who fled to England for refuge. This explains in 

a measure his trend toward the Evangelical side, as the 

Hugtu~no~·,';ere of this nature. He was perhaps the most 

learned o± the leaders of this movement. He had been in 

Oxford during the rise of the Methodist movement, but had 

not been connected with it. He published a new edition of 

Calasio 's Hebrew Lexicon and Concordance v.hich met with 

great esteem. His work lay largely in the city where he 

drew great crowds. He was a Calvinist, but h§ld aloof 

from the controversy. Overton says, uTake him for all in 

all, \1ililliam Roma..ine was the strongest man connected with 

the Evangelical brEcnch of the revival.u2 His "Life, Walk. 

and Triumph of Faith" was a more powerful work than Hervey's 

and its Calvinism more pronounced. Its style is dreary and 

1. 

2. 

•••••••••••••• 

Knight. Lady Huntingdom and Her Friends. PP• 124-26 
Binns. The Evangelical Movement in the Egglish Church. 
PP• llff; 26 ff. 
Overton. The Evangelical Revival in the Eighteenth 
Century. P• 68 
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deals with abstraot questions, but it was perhE~.ps the best 

of the Evangelical works.1 

Henry Venn {1724-1797), like Romaine, was a man of 

cul tUl" e a ;ld of a devout life. Like Romaine, he had been 

chaplain of Lady Huntingdon, and had withdrawn from the con

nection after her separation in 1781. He was less severe 

and less extreme as a Calvinist than Romaine. His work was 

in Huddersfield, where he worked for only eleven years be

fare his health gave w~y, but he aooomplished much while 

there. The last years of his life were spent at Yelling. 

His book, ~complete Duty of I~n~, the first of which treats 

evangelical doctrines, while the last is taken up with 

practical duties, attained wide popularity and was widely 

studied.2 

John Newton (1725-1807) had been reared in a religious 

home, but had sunk into degradation, even becoming a slave

trader. However, there came the desire to improve himself 

both in mind and in spirit. He became well acquainted with 

the classics, and became a devoted and sincere Christian. 

He sought holy orders beoause he felt equipped through his 

own experience to preach that Christ came to save sinners. 

He was curate of Olney, where William Cowper was a member 

o~ his parish, and later went to London. His ~cardiphonia~ 

•••••••••••• 
1. Knight. Lady Huntingdom and Her Friends. PP• 64 ff. 
2. Ibid. pp. 97 ff; Overton. The Evangelical Revival 

in the Eighteenth Century. pp. 68-69; Binns. Ibid. 
PP• 22 ff; 60; 88 
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and ttQmicron.t" were at first merely letters to individuals, 

but later were adapted to larger circulation. The·y were 

deservedly ranked among the devotional literature of the 

period.1 

Thomas Scott (1746-1821) had to pass through severoe 

intellectual struggles before attaining the final triumph 

over Socinianism, but he, too, became a leader of the Evang-

elicals. He succeeded Newton at Olney where he met many 

difficulties, and at last exchanged it for the chaplaincy 

of the Lock Hospital in London. He was not a popular 

leader, his repelling disposition being due largely to a 

struggle with poverty throughout his life. His works were 

a ttQommentarytt and the "Force of Truth"', the la. tter being 

an account of his changing from a Socinian to an orthodox, 

Evangelical clergymail. 2 

Richard Cecil (1748-1810} was a delicate, highly 

cultured man, who had no great difficulties to face in his 

ministry. His ~emainstt were a collection of his writings 

on miscellaneous subjects connected with Christianity. 

They are brief., but show culture and refinement and a grasp 

of principles mingled with a width of sympathy.s 

Joseph Milner (1744-1797) was a classical scholar, and 

had engaged in scholastic work before entering the ministry • 

•••••••••••• 
1. OVerton. The Evangelical Revival in the Eighteenth 

Century. pp. 70-74. Binns. The Evangelical Movement 
in the English Church. p. 24 f. 

2. Overton. Ibid. PP• 74-78. Binns. Ibid. PP• 13; 18ff. 
3. Overton. Ibid. PP• 78-80. Binns. Ibid. pp. 2; 25 
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He beoame a popular favorite, in spite of his evangelioal 

tendencies, and was appointed shortly before his death to 

Holy Trinity. He is ohiefly oonnected with the Revival as 

a writer. His nchurch History" was partly written by him, 

and partly by others. It was to be an ecclesiastical histor~r 

on a new plan: which was to give the history of real, not 

nominal Christians. He was to omit controversies and to 

aelebrate piety. In spite of its defeats, it is a refreshing 

work, and one which justly renders the writer famous.2 

Isaaa Milner (1751-1820) had had a singularly brill

iant aareer at Cambridge. He attained high position at Cam

bridge, beaoming president of Queen's College and Dean of 

Carlisle. He greatly forwarded Evangelical doctrines there, 

which accounts for the lack of opposition to them in this 

schoo1. 3 

Samuel Walker (1719-1760),_ Thomas Adam (1701-1784), 

Thomas Hobinson (1749-1813} and Viillia.m Richardr;on (1745-

1821} all followed the above leaders as evangelicals, but 

were nat considered among the first rank. There were per

haps many others within the Church of England who carried 

on the Evangelical cause, but the ones mentioned held the 

leading places, and all contributed greatly to the work.4 

One other needs to be mentioned as a leader in the 

•••••••••••• 

1. Milner. The History of the Church of Christ. Intra. 
val. i, p. iii 

2. Overton. The Evangelical Revival in the Eighteenth 
Century. PP• 80-81 

3. Ibid. PP• 81-82 
4. Ibid. PP• 82-83 
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Bvangelical movement. William Cowper. though not a min

ister, aided the movement greatly by his poetry. He was 

a member of the parish of Olney, where Newton ru1d Scott 

had labored. His poetry is based on the pure religious 

doctrines and are highly evangelical and warmly spiritual. 

With possibly the exception of_a few lighter pieces, the 

underlying strain of all his poetry is strongly of Christ

ian sentiment. Just as his religion is due to the Evang

elical movement, so might his poetry be attributed to the 

same cause.1 

In summing up these leaders it is best to simply 

state that they were all laboring within the Established 

Church with no desire to separate. They were mainly Cal-

vinistic in doctrine, and all strove to bring about a 

purer religion among their people. Stephen tended to dis

parage them because of their methods of bringing the 

people to religion. He said that "The Evangelicals dis

covered that by bringing out once more the old pictures of 

heaven and hell, and substituting dogmatism for abstract 

argument, they could still move an audience to frenzy, and 

permanently raise the warmth of religious feeling. n 2 What

ever their faults they were sincere and hard-working men, 

and earnestly sought to bring about reformation within the 

church. They differed from the Methodists in organization 

••••••••••• 

1. Overton. The Evangelical I~.evival in the Eighteenth 
Century. p. 92. Binns. The Evangelical Movement in 
the English Church. pp. 16 ff. 81 

2. Stephen. English Thought in the Eighteenth Century. 
val. ii, p. 429 
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and in some doctrines, but essentially they were forwarding 

the same ends. Much credit is due them for their efforts 

and for their accomplishments. 

C. RESULTS 0!1 THE EVA.NGELICAL HEVIVAL 

In treating the results of this movement, the refer

ences to the development of the-Methodist Church will not 

be repeated, though this was one of the principal results 

of the revival. Even though the establishment of a separate 

church was not the aim of the Wesleys, yet this followed 

and remains to this day a distinct contribution of the 

movement. 

Coupled with this was Wesley's insistence upon education 

of the young. He obtained a school in Kingswood in 1740,1 

and prepared for it several text-books. He was not very 

successful with the venture, but his interest in Sunday 

Schools was warm and was more fruitful. The Wesleyan Soc

ieties took up the Sunday Schools warmly and the Evangelical 

clergy were vitally interested in this work. This interest 

in Sunday Schools was a feature of the Evangelical revival. 

A second result of this movement was the abolishment 

of the slave trade. The Quakers had done much work in this 

respect, but the real success is attributed to Wilberforce, 

a lay Evangelical, who did much in Parliament, and whose 

principles were shaped by the Evangelical school. His 

,helpers in this project in Parliament were likewise Evangelical • 

••••••••••• 
l. Wesley. The Journal of the Reverend John Wesley. vol. 

i, P• 251 
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We must not forget that Cowper, too, exerted powerful in

fluence in this work through his po • To these men is 

generally attributed the final aboliShtn:ent of this trade in 

England. 

The Religious Tract Society was a direct result of 

the Revival. It ·was founded in 1799 with Rowland Hill as 

the chairman of the committee. John Wesley had been a 

great writer and distributor of tracts, and other societies 

had existed for this purpose, but the Religious Tract Society 

became the largest and most permanent of these institutions 

and had as its exclusive function to circulate the tracts to 

the poor. 

Two Bible Societies found their beginning in the Evang

elical movement, due to the interest in the Scriptures 

awakened by the revival. The first was the Naval and Mil

itary Bible Society, formed in 1780, probably occasioned 

by the effect produced by Methodism upon the British army. 

Within twenty years it had distributed no less than thirty 

thousand copies of the Bible. The British and Foreign 

Bible Society was founded in 1804 and was caused by the 

application in 1787 by a Welsh clergyman for a supply of 

Bibles in the Welsh tongue. A scarcity of Bibles in this 

tongue was found, which led to the determination to supply 

Bibles elsewhere, and consequently this society was formed. 

The work of Foreign Missions also received a great 

stimulus from the revival. Dr. Coke was one of the prime 

movers in this field, and the movement started by him devel

oped into the Wesleyan Missionary Society, founded in 1817, 



which still exists and carries on extensive work. The 

London Missionary Society was also an outgrowth of the 

revival. It was founded in 1795 and included dissenters as 

well as churchmen. It became more and more dissenting, 

finally being controlled by the Congregational Church ex

clusively. 

The Church Missionary Society was founded in 1799, and 

was perhaps the most characteristic product of the-revival. 

A legacy had been left for the propagation of the gospel, 

and the Eclectic Society, which met to discuss how best 

to send the gospel to foreign parts, formed this organization. 

It has met with great success. 

Lady Huntingdon's college at Trevecca is another of 

the results. It was established as a training school for 

ministers, and its result was to train dissenting ministers.l 

As to the subjective influencooof this movement, it 

greatly helped in checking the revolutionary and radical 

spirit of the times, and imparted aeal and warmth even into 

the Established Church. Practical benevolence was infused 

into the church as is seen in the establishment of the 

societies. The movement also aided greatly the dissenters 

especially through the college at Trevecca.2 

.............. 

1. Knight. Lad¥ Huntingdon and Her Friends. pp. 164 ff. 
2. For results ~ee also: Overton. The Evangelical Revival 

in the Eighteenth Century. PP• 131-161; Walker. A 
History of the Christian Church. PP• 518-522. Binns. 
The EEangelical Movement in the English Church. 
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D. SUM.Mi:.RY 

The Evangelical Revival, as we have seen, divided into 

two courses -- one leading to Methodism, and the other to 

the development of the Low Church party within the Estab

lished Church. It was but natural that this separation 

should take place, because Methodism stressed Arminian 

freedom of the will and appealed to the masses, while the 

.Evangelical party remained Calvinistic in doctrine and 

appealed to those within the church. They were united in 

an endeavor to foster a. warmer religious experience and in 

their employment of Evangelistic principles, and they, to

gether, succeeded in bringing to the world a more fervent, 

warmer spirit of devotion. Their appeal was not intellect

ual, but stressed experience and emotion. 

In summarizing the results of the revival, the prin

cipal one was the formation of the Low Church party within 

the Church of England, and the development of the Methodist 

system as a separate organization. The movement brought 

about a greater endeavor to promulgate the gospel within 

England through the ~lssionary activities of both Methodism 

and Dissenters and of the Established Church. This movement 

was important in re-establishing a warm, experiential re

ligious development in the face of the cold rationalism of 

the day, and in bringing to the church a realization of 

its missionary responsibilities. va th the exception of 

Milne:r!s Church History and Cowper's poetry, the literature 

of the movement is of little value today, but it is through 
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the continuance of the personal, evangelical trend that 

the influence of the Revival lives today. 
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CH.A.F:CER VI • 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the foregoing chapters we have endeavored to trace 

the development in English religious thought during the 

eighteenth century, and to discover the permanent contrib

ution of the thought of this century. We have dealt with 

movements, studied in the works of their leaders, which 

directly influenced religious thought of that period and 

of the following periods. In this study several findings 

have emerged, which we shall state in this concluding 

chapter. 

As to the general divisions of the century, in the 

terms of movements, we find four outstanding. The Radical 

Overthrow movement, led by Hobbes, Mandeville and Hume, and 

culminating in GibbJn and Paine; the movement toward a 

change in emphases and a development of new creedal stand

ards, including the Eangorian, Deistic, Subscription, Unit

arian, and Utilitarian controversies; the movement of or

thodoxy, com;:Jos ed of the apologists, chief of whom v;ere 

Butler and :Pale:y; and the mov0ment to develope a warmer and 

more devout religious life, as shown in the Bvangelical 

movement and in Mysticism; these four mark the progress 
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of thought in this period. 

The second movement naturally accomplished much, and 

was perhaps the most important of the four. As its result 

we see a rationalizing trend in Biblical criticism and the

ology, and an a:;:;peal not only to tradition and auth.ori ty, 

but to reason as well. The Bangorian controversy, while 

not of great importance, left its effects upon the author

ity of the church. Likewise the Subscription controversy 

accomplished a little in the breaking down of the dominance 

of the Established Church. As a result of the Unitarian 

controversy, the Uni tari~m Church was strengthened and its 

influence extended to America. The Deistic controversy was 

the outstanding controversy of the period, and left its 

mark in the rationalizing tendency of theologians and critics 

and in the appeal to reason. The closely allied and over

lapping Utilitarian movement left its mark too upon the 

thought of the age in an increased study of the causes of 

morality and the uses of virtue. 

The defenders of orthodoxy left a tangible contribution 

in the works of £aley and Butler. Both of these unite in 

an endeavor to make consistent the historic faith and reason, 

and while they developed no new theology or arguments, they 

served as a balancing influence in the struggle between 

reason and revelation. The fact that both are still read 

is enough to show the value of their v:orks, and their solid 

reasoning. 

Mysticism, looking to Law as its leader, found express

ion in the following century in the mysticism of the poets, 
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particularly Wordsworth and Coleridge. It is true that the 

poets approached closely to pantheism, but it wae.a pan

theistic mysticism in which God is really everything, while 

in ordinary pantheism everything is God. Romanticism in 

the nineteenth ctentury is a result of the development of 

the eighteenth century religious thought. And in dealing 

with the results of mysticism we must not overlook the in

creased interest in the subject in our own day and the in

fluence of Law upon pree.ent mystical thought. Inge showed 

quite clearly the influence of Law in this respect. 

The Evangelical Revival is to be credited with two 

tangible results~ the development of Methodism, and the dev

elopment within the Established Church of the Low Church 

party. It is this evangelical spirit which appealed to the 

masses, while the controversialists were appealing to the 

intellectuals. There is no need to discuss the influence 

of Methodism save to say that it spre<:i.d throughout the world 

in a remark~Jble way. Through the revival a new interest 

came in missions and in charity, which has steadily grown 

until today the mission enterprise is an established part 

of church endeavor. The influence of the Bible Societies 

and Tract Societies was of no small dimensions, and their 

influence was exerted upon the masses in bringing to them 

the gospel. The movement developed an emphasis on ex

perience rather than creed. Even though its leaders re

mained orthodox, yet the emphasis on experience was brought 

to the masses. 

We would also notice that the movements of this century 
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were all based upon the struggle to adapt religious thought 

to the new emphasis brought in by philosophy, as fostered 

by DesCartes and Locke, and to the new scientific discov

eries of the age, and the spirit of critical enquiry re

sulting from it. Tradition could no longer be accepted as 

consistent with science and philosophy, and in spite of the 

evil effects, such ~s an emphasis upon rationalism, we 

find a great contribution of this century in applying a 

rational criticism to tradition, while even the critical 

method in its application to the Scriptures has had the pos

itive value of drawing attention to the development of ex

act exegesis and interpretation. Hume's critical scept

icism awoke K£tnt from his dogmatic slumbers and led to the 

transcendents.l philosophy of Kant. Schelling, Schleiermacher. 

and Regel, which were in turn partly through the influence 

of Coleridge, and partly through new schools of Scottish 

and English philosophy to lead in the nineteenth century to 

fresh developments in the religious life of Britain. 

Thus we ca11110t but feel that the eighteenth century 

was a crucial period in the development of English thought. 

Hunt sums it up as follows: "Our obligations to it (the 

eighteenth cent:1ry) are greater tb~m we commonly suppose. 

It was the golden age of English practical common sense. 

To it we owe the cultivation of the spirit of inquiry and 

the exercise of the faculty of reasoning. It was something 

to have fanaticism and superstition chased out of the world. 

A wave of reaction indeed came with the extn::.vagence of 

the first Methodists; but this was only in accordance with 

the known la:ws of progress. Most of the great religious 
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institutions which now flourish in the fulness of their 

strength were begun in the eighteenth century.rrl 

And as we close this ::.:tudy, we can join with Hunt in 

this vievv. that this century accomplished much in the dev

elopment of religious thought and institutions, and that 

we, today, are indebted to this period for much of our own 

thought and our own institutions. 

Thus the eighteenth century developed a too negative 

position, that of rationalism, which was carried on in 

the nineteenth century. The great need was of faith and 

the conservation of the essence of Christianity. It remains 

the task of the twentieth to develope the positive position 

in counteracting the influence of the eighteenth and nine

teenth centuries. 

• •••••••••••• 

1. Hunt. Religious Thought in England. vol. iii. p. 400 
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